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THE ERDO˝S-MOSER SUM-FREE SET PROBLEM
TOM SANDERS
Abstract. We show that there is an absolute c ą 0 such that if A is a finite set of
integers then there is a set S Ă A of size at least log1`c
3
|A| such that the restricted sumset
ts` s1 : s, s1 P S and s ‰ s1u is disjoint from A.
1. Introduction
In this paper we are interested in some problems in additive combinatorics. The standard
introduction to this area is the book [TV06] by Tao and Vu and we have tried to give
references to this book where possible.
Given finite sets A and S in an abelian group we write A ` S for the sumset ta ` s :
a P A and s P Su and A p`S for the restricted sumset ta ` s : a P A, s P S and a ‰ su.
Erdo˝s [Erd65, p187] describes joint work with Moser in which they investigate the following
question: if A is a finite set of integers then what is the size of the largest set S Ă A such
that pS p`Sq X A “ H? They consider the restricted sumset to make the problem non-
trivial: if A is a set of consecutive powers of 2 and S Ă A has pS ` Sq X A “ H then S
has size at most 1.
To discuss the problem we make a definition: for a finite set A of integers define
MpAq :“ maxt|S| : S Ă A and pS p`Sq X A “ Hu.
We are interested in lower bounds on MpAq that are uniform in the size of A. We record
the history relevant to our interests below. [TV06, §6.2.1] contains more details and a full
survey can be found in [TV17].
In [Erd65] a simple example is given to show (that for any natural number N there
is a set A of size N such) that MpAq ď 1
3
|A| ` Op1q and this was improved, first by
Selfridge [Erd65, p187], then by Choi [Erd65, p190], and then more substantially by Choi
[Cho71, (2)] where it is shown that MpAq ď |A|2{5`op1q. The op1q-term was refined by
Baltz, Schoen, and Srivastav in [BSS00, Corollary 3]1 before Ruzsa adapted a classical
construction of Behrend [Beh46] in [Ruz05, Theorem] to show the following.
Theorem 1.1 (Ruzsa). Given a natural number there is a set A of that size such that
MpAq “ exppOp
a
log |A|qq.
In the other direction, Erdo˝s and Moser showed that MpAq Ñ 8 as |A| Ñ 8, and
Klarner showed that MpAq “ Ωplog |A|q (both results are mentioned on [Erd65, p187]
though the proofs, or at least Klarner’s, seem to have been lost [Cho71, :, p630]). Ruzsa
1Equivalently [BSS99, Corollary 1].
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showed that MpAq ą 2 log3 |A| ´ 1 in [Ruz05, Theorem] by a greedy algorithm, and then
Sudakov, Szemere´di and Vu made an important breakthrough in [SSV05] giving the first
super-logarithmic lower bound on MpAq in [SSV05, Theorem 1.1]. Their argument was
improved by Dousse [Dou13, §4], and then Shao [Sha15, Corollary 1.3] who showed that
MpAq “ plog log |A|q
1
2
´op1q log |A|. We shall show the following.
Theorem 1.2. For every finite set of integers A we have
MpAq “ log1`Ωp1q |A|.
The result as recorded in the abstract follows immediately from this.2
Our argument has two parts: the first makes use of specific properties of the integers
and is dealt with in §3. The second part does not (at least it works in any abelian group
with no 2-torsion), and is covered in the remainder of the paper from §4 onwards. Indeed,
because the integers do not play a significant role we are able to give a model argument
in §4 and we hope the reader familiar with the area will be able to understand the main
ideas of our proof from §§3&4 alone.
Our approach falls within the general strategy proposed by [SSV05] so we begin in the
next section with an overview of that, which also serves to explain how the improvements
of Dousse and Shao arise.
2. Overview of the Sudakov-Szemere´di-Vu strategy
Given sets A and X in an abelian group we say that A is pk,Xq-summing3 if for any
set S Ă A with |S| ě k we have pS p`Sq XX ‰ H. (We shall always take k ě 2.)
The following proposition is the focus of the Sudakov-Szemere´di-Vu strategy.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that A Ă X Ă Z have |X| ď p1 ` ηq|A|, and A is pk,Xq-
summing for some k P N. Then either η “ k´Op1q or |A| ď F pkq for some universal
(monotonically increasing) function F : NÑ N.
[SSV05, Theorem 1.2] says we may take F pkq “ exppexppexppexppexppOpkqqqqqq.
Applying Proposition 2.1 with X “ A gives us that MpAq Ñ 8 as |A| Ñ 8, but the
point of the proposition is the extra flexibility afforded by being able to take X to be a
little larger than A. This means that it can be bootstrapped to give [SSV05, Theorem 1.1]
2For |A| P t1, 2, 3u it is trivial since log3 |A| ď 1 and any S Ă A of size 1 has S p`S “ H. On the other
hand Theorem 1.2 immediately gives the result in the abstract for |A| ě C for some absolute C ą 0.
Finally, for 4 ď |A| ă C [Ruz05, Theorem] shows that
MpAq ą 2 log3 |A| ´ 1 ą
ˆ
1`
log 4´ log 3
log 4
˙
log3 |A| ą exp
ˆ
1
6
˙
log3 |A| ą log
1` 1
6 log log3 C
3
|A|.
The result is proved. (Note if A “ t´1, 0, 1u then MpAq “ 1 and so the best lower bound on MpAq over
all size 3 sets is 1, which is the reason for taking logarithms to the base 3.)
3Our terminology is not standard. In [SSV05] the authors say a set S is sum-free with respect to
X if pS p`Sq XX “ H. In [TV16] the authors say that a set S is summing in X for the same thing.
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(as is done in [SSV05, §2], and as we will do in §3), and in general, given F , one gets
(2.1) MpAq “ Ω
ˆ
F´1p|A|q
logF´1p|A|q
log |A|
˙
.
Many tools in additive combinatorics do not distinguish between different abelian groups
and so to make use of them one needs to be in a situation where the conclusion does
not depend on the underlying group. In this case, if we try to replace the integers in
Proposition 2.1 with a general abelian group we run into the problem that A might be a
subgroup. In some sense this is the only obstacle as shown by Tao and Vu:
Theorem 2.2 ([TV16, Theorem 1.2]). Suppose that G is an abelian group and A Ă G is
finite and pk, Aq-summing. Then there is an integer m ď k and subgroups H1, . . . , Hm ď G
such that |AzpH1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YHmq| “ Okp1q and |AXHi| “ Ωkp|Hi|q for 1 ď i ď m.
The order property of the integers (not available in general abelian groups) is used in
the derivation of (2.1) from Proposition 2.1, and the integers are also used essentially in
Lemma 2.3 (and hence Lemma 2.5), but all other uses in this discussion section are for
convenience.
Sudakov, Szemere´di and Vu capture a property of the integers that eliminates the sub-
group examples of Theorem 2.2 in the next lemma for which we require a definition. Given
a set A in an abelian group G the additive energy of A is defined4 to be
EpAq :“ }1A ˚ 1´A}
2
ℓ2pGq
“
ÿ
z
˜ÿ
y
1Apyq1´Apz ´ yq
¸2
.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that X Ă Z has EpXq ě η|X|3. Then there is a set X 1 Ă X such
that |X 1| ě ηOp1q|X| and p2 ¨X 1q XX “ H.
The proof of this is [SSV05, Lemma 5.2] coupled with the Balog-Szemere´di-Gowers
Theorem5, but we only need the statement for our discussion so do not record the details.
The rough idea (which we shall use to prove Lemma 3.4) is to partition Z into sets Ti :“
tx P Z : 2i  x and 2i`1 ffl xu for 0 ď i ď 8. There cannot be a lot of additive quadruples
with each element in a different Ti – we then essentially take the largest index i where the
intersection with X is not too small.
It turns out that a short application of Tura´n’s theorem from graph theory – essentially
[SSV05, Lemma 3.1] – shows that if A is pk,Xq-summing then A has large additive energy.
One can think of this as saying a large part of A is highly structured.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that G is an abelian group and A,X Ă G are such that |X| ď K|A|
and A is pk,Xq-summing. Then either |A| “ kOp1q or EpAq “ pkKq´Op1q|A|3.
4See [TV06, Definition 2.8] for a discussion.
5In its usual form, which corresponds to [TV06, Theorem 2.31((i) ñ (iv))] and then [TV06, Exercise
2.3.15]).
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The above lemma is a consequence of Lemma 3.2 proved later, though the method of
[SSV05, Lemma 3.1] gives better constants for the Op1q-terms; again we only need the
above form for the discussion.
In fact Lemma 3.2 is importantly stronger than Lemma 2.4 and tells us that if A is
pk,Xq-summing then either A is small or else every subset of A that is not small has
large energy. We formalise this in §3 in the notion of ‘hereditarily energetic’. With this
additional fact Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 can be combined to give the following.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that A Ă X Ă Z are such that |X| ď p1 ` ηq|A| and A is pk,Xq-
summing. Then either |A| “ kOp1q; or η ě k´Op1q; or there is a set A1 Ă A with |A1| ě
k´Op1q|A| such that p2 ¨A1q XX “ H and EpA1q ě k´Op1q|A1|3.
Again we omit the details as we only need the statement for discussion. The key point is
that if we are not in the first two outcomes, then after applying Lemma 2.4 to get that A
has large additive energy we apply Lemma 2.3 to X (which inherits large additive energy
from A), and since η is small enough the set X 1 in Lemma 2.3 is large enough that it
necessarily has large intersection with A.
Although it was more unusual at the time of [SSV05], it is now common-place to apply
the Balog-Szemere´di-Gowers-Freiman machinery in this sort of situation. This tells us that
if A Ă Z and EpAq ě η|A|3, then there is an arithmetic progression P such that
(2.2) |P | ě |A|η
op1q
and |AX P | ě ηOp1q|P |.
This result with the op1q-term replaced by Op1q follows from [TV06, Theorem 2.29] com-
bined with [TV06, Theorem 5.32]; the stronger bounds require the replacement of [TV06,
Theorem 2.29] by the improved estimates of Schoen [Sch11].
For our purposes arithmetic progressions are the same as intervals and the final ingredient
we need is the following.
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that A Ă t1, . . . , Nu has size αN and there is no proper k-
tuple pa1, . . . , akq P A
k with ai ` aj P 2 ¨ A for all i ă j. Then N ď F
1pα, kq for some
universal function F 1 : p0, 1s ˆNÑ N (decreasing in the first coordinate and increasing in
the second).
To see why this is enough, apply the proposition to the output A1 of Lemma 2.5 after
applying (2.2). If S Ă A1 has s` s1 P 2 ¨A1 for all s ‰ s1 P S then since p2 ¨A1qXX “ H we
have that pS p`Sq XX “ H and so A1 is not pk,Xq-summing. It follows that we can take
(2.3) F pkq “ F 1pk´Op1q, kqk
´op1q
.
in Proposition 2.1.
Sudakov, Szemere´di and Vu proved in [SSV05, Corollary 3.3] that
F 1pα, kq ď exp
`
exp
`
α´ exppexppOpkqqq
˘˘
by using Gowers’ bounds for Szemere´di’s Theorem. Dousse noted that the system being
counted in Proposition 2.6 has complexity 1 (in the sense of [GT10, Definition 1.5]) so
one can study the configurations in Proposition 2.6 using Fourier analysis rather than the
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higher order analogues of Gowers. This is cheaper and she proved [Dou13, Corollary 3.4]
that
F 1pα, kq ď exp
´
exp
´
α´Opk
2q
¯¯
.
Finally Shao implemented Dousse’s Fourier argument in Bohr sets (following Bourgain
[Bou99] for three-term progressions which is the special case k “ 2 of Proposition 2.6; see
[TV06, Theorem 10.29] for an exposition) to show [Sha15, Theorem 1.3] that
F 1pα, kq ď exp
´
α´Opk
2q
¯
.
(In fact this does not quite do justice to Shao’s work: Dousse used a weaker version of
the Balog-Szemere´di-Gowers-Freiman machinery which arises from applying a version of
Freiman’s theorem providing a progression containing the whole of the set A, rather than
a progression inside 2A´2A. Shao noted that Ruzsa’s Embedding Lemma [TV06, Lemma
5.26] suffices and gives better bounds, although those improvements do not impact the
level of our discussion above.)
It is natural to ask what sort of bounds we can expect on F 1. The worst example of bad
α-dependence in F 1 comes from Behrend’s construction [Beh46] (see [Elk10] and [GW10]
for the state of the art) which tells us that F 1pα, 2q “ exppΩplog2 α´1qq. On the other hand
if we choose A Ă t1, . . . , Nu by selecting elements independently with probability α, then6
there is a choice of α “ Ωp1q such that any S Ă A with S p`S Ă 2 ¨ A has |S| “ OplogNq,
from which it follows that F 1pΩp1q, kq “ exppΩpkqq. By monotonicity of F 1 in each of its
variables we conclude that
(2.4) F 1pα, kq “ exppΩpk ` log2 α´1qq,
and it is a natural question to ask if one can do better.
Although we may not have given the best combination of examples above, as far as
we know it might be that F 1pα, kq “ exppOpkα´op1qqq. This would imply a considerable
6Any S Ă t1, . . . , Nu has PpS p`S Ă 2 ¨ Aq ď α|S p`S|. Moreover if S has size k then |S p`S| ě 2k ´ 3, as
can be seen by writing S “ ts1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sku and noting that s1 ` s2, . . . , s1 ` sk, sk ` s2, . . . , sk ` sk´1 are
distinct elements. By embedding t1, . . . , Nu in Z{2NZ and applying [Gre05a, Proposition 23] it follows
that
E|tS Ă A : |S| “ k and pS p`Sq Ă 2 ¨Au|
ď E|tS Ă t1, . . . , Nu : |S| “ k and pS p`Sq Ă 2 ¨Au|
ď
pk2qÿ
m“2k´3
αm|tS Ă t1, . . . , Nu : |S| “ k and |S p`S| “ mu|
ď
pk2qÿ
m“2k´3
αmp2Nq1`Op
m
k qO
´m
k
¯Opkq
.
If k ě C logN for some absolute C ą 0 sufficiently large then each term in this last sum is
αm exppOpk logmk´1qq “ exppmpOp1q´ log α´1qq from which it follows that we can choose α “ Ωp1q such
that the expectation is strictly less than 1
2
. On the other hand for N sufficiently large Pp|A| ě 1
2
αNq ą 1
2
,
and it follows that there is some set A with the claimed property.
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strengthening of Roth’s theorem7 and also that F pkq ď exppk1`op1qq which in turn would
give MpAq ě log2´op1q |A| improving Theorem 1.2. Any bound of the form F 1pα, kq “
expppkα´1qOp1qq already leads to F pkq “ exppkOp1qq and a different proof of Theorem 1.2.
That being said it is not completely clear how to get a singly rather than doubly exponential
dependence on k in F 1 since Fourier methods seem to rely on regularising a set that is
exponentially small in k; perhaps a first step of showing F 1pα, kq ď exppα´Opkqq is within
reach of those methods.
We do not prove Theorem 1.2 by proving better bounds for F 1. Our advantage comes
from one weakness of the above: all we are looking for is sums from A that are in Ac, in
principle a much less demanding condition (at least if A is thin) than that in Proposition
2.6 where we ask that they are in 2 ¨A. We shall explain this further in §4.
The aim of the remainder of the paper is to prove the following quantitative version of
Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 2.7. Suppose that A Ă X Ă Z; |X| ď p1 ` ηq|A|; and A is pk,Xq-summing
for some k P N. Then either η “ k´Op1q; or |A| ď exppkC`op1qq for some absolute C ą 0.
A value of C could be calculated from our work but there is considerable scope for
optimising it. We have tried to indicate some places this might be possible, but it also
seems likely that some of the convenient decoupling of the argument (for example the
introduction of hereditarily-energetic sets in the next section) might be lost in a very
careful optimisation.
It seems quite possible that C “ 1 is achievable, though it is not clear one can expect
to do better without a new idea, and in light of (2.4) one cannot do better by trying to
improve F 1 in Proposition 2.6. Given this it seems to us that the natural next question is
whether or not MpAq “ log2`Ωp1q |A|.
3. Overview of our argument
In this section we decouple our arguments into those that require order and divisibility
properties of the integers and those that in some sense do not. The latter are captured by
Proposition 3.5 below; everything else is covered in the present section.
We begin by using the order structure on the integers to prove Theorem 1.2 using
Proposition 2.7. The argument is included for completeness; it is essentially8 the same as
the bootstrapping of [SSV05, Theorem 1.2] to get [SSV05, Theorem 1.1] in [SSV05, §2].
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let k,m P N be parameters to be optimised; let l P N be such that
l “ kOp1q and if η ě l´1 then the first conclusion of Proposition 2.7 does not hold; and let
D “ exppkOp1qq be a natural number such that if |A| ě D then the second conclusion does
not hold.
We construct sets iteratively as follows: let m P N0 be such that 2Dp2lpmk ` 1qq
m ď
|A|, and for 0 ď i ď m let Zi be the 2Dp2lpmk ` 1qq
i largest elements of A so that
7The current best bounds there are due to Bloom [Blo16] and imply that F 1pα, 2q ď exppα´1´op1qq.
8Our argument is slightly sloppier which we can afford because of the strength of Proposition 2.7.
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|Zi| ě 2lpmk ` 1q|Zi´1|. For 0 ď r ă m we shall define sets S0, . . . , Sr of size k such that
pSi p`Siq X Zi “ H and an auxiliary sequence of Ais with Si Ă Ai and
A0 :“ Z0 and Ai`1 :“ Zi`1z
˜
Zi ´
˜
t0u Y
ď
jďi
Sj
¸¸
for 0 ď i ď r.
For clarity we note that z denotes relative complement of sets here and ´ denotes the
difference of two set. If i ă m then
|Zi`1| ď |Ai`1| ` |Zi|
˜
1`
ÿ
jďi
|Sj|
¸
ď |Ai`1| `
1
2lpmk ` 1q
|Zi`1|p1`mkq “ |Ai`1| `
1
2l
|Zi`1|.
Rearranging we have that |Zi`1| ď p1 ` l
´1q|Ai`1| and by design Ai`1 Ă Zi`1. Moreover,
|Ai`1| ě
1
2
|Zi`1| ě D, and so it follows from Proposition 2.7 that Ai`1 is not pk, Zi`1q-
summing – equivalently, there is a set Si`1 Ă Ai`1 with pSi`1 p`Si`1q X Zi`1 “ H as
required.
For 0 ď r ă m consider the set S :“
Ťr
i“0 Si. Then
pS p`Sq X A “ ˜˜ ď
0ďiăjďr
Si ` Sj
¸
Y
˜
rď
i“0
Si p`Si¸¸X A
“
˜ ď
0ďiăjďr
pSi ` Sjq X A
¸
Y
˜
rď
i“0
pSi p`Siq X A¸ .
Suppose that 0 ď i ď r. Since Si Ă Zi – of the largest 2Dp2lpmk ` 1qq
i elements of A –
and when two positive integers are added their size increases we see that pSi p`Siq X A “
pSi p`Siq X Zi “ H.
Then suppose that 0 ď i ă j ď r. Then by similar reasoning pSi`SjqXA “ pSi`SjqX
Zj´1 and Sj X pZj´1 ´ Siq “ H by design so pSi ` Sjq X A “ H.
Combining these we see that pS p`Sq X A “ H. Since the sets pAiqi are disjoint so are
the Sis, so |S| ě mk, and our task is to maximise this subject to 2Dp2lpmk ` 1qq
m ď |A|.
We can certainly take k “ logΩp1q |A| and 2D ď
a
|A| and m “ Ωplog |A|{ log log |A|q such
that p2lpmk ` 1qqm ď
a
|A| from which the result follows. 
It will be useful to have some notation for the Fourier transform. This is developed in
[TV06, Chapter 4], but we shall use different conventions. Suppose that G is an abelian
group. Given f, g P ℓ1pGq we write f ˚g for the convolution of f and g defined point-wise
by
f ˚ gpxq :“
ÿ
z
fpzqgpx´ zq for all x P G.
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We write pG for the compact abelian group of characters on G and define the Fourier
transform of f P ℓ1pGq to be pf : pGÑ C; γ ÞÑ ÿ
zPG
fpzqγpzq.
The group pG is endowed with a Haar probability measure in such a way that we have
Plancherel’s theorem (see [Rud90, Theorem 1.6.1]):ÿ
x
fpxq2 “
ż
| pfpγq|2dγ for all f.
Sets with small doubling (see [TV06, §2.2]) and large additive energy [TV06, Theorem
2.31] are staples of additive combinatorics. We shall need an intermediate concept: we say
that A Ă G is ν-hereditarily energetic if
EpSq ě νσ|S|3 for all S Ă A with |S| ě σ|A|.
If A has EpAq ě ν|A|3 and S Ă A is chosen independently at random with probability σ
then typically
|S| « σ|A| and EpSq Á νσ4|A|3 « νσ|S|3;
the definition says we never do worse than this. We take the name from the related
concept of hereditarily non-uniform sets defined in [Gre02, §2], and the notion is implicit
in numerous papers.
There are many examples including the α-spectrum [TV06, Definition 4.33], which we
shall not discuss9, and symmetry sets, which we shall. Recall, following [TV06, Definition
2.32] that if ν P p0, 1s and X Ă G then the symmetry set of X at threshold ν is the
set
SymνpXq :“ tx P G : 1X ˚ 1´Xpxq ą ν|X|u.
Lemma 3.1 (Basic facts about hereditarily energetic sets).
(i) (Sets with small doubling) Suppose that |A ` A| ď K|A|. Then A is K´1-
hereditarily energetic.
(ii) (Monotonicity) Suppose that A is ν-hereditarily energetic and A1 Ă A has size
ǫ|A|. Then A1 is ǫν-hereditarily energetic.
(iii) (Unions) Suppose that A and A1 are ν-hereditarily energetic. Then AYA1 is Ωpνq-
hereditarily energetic.
(iv) (Symmetry sets) Suppose that EpAq ě ν|A|3. Then Sym 1
2
νpAq is Ωpν
4q-hereditarily
energetic.
Proof. For (i) suppose S Ă A has |S| ě σ|A|. Then
}1S ˚ 1´S}
2
ℓ2pGq
ě
|S|4
|S ` S|
ě
|S|4
|A` A|
ě K´1σ|S|3,
9If a set has large additive energy then the large spectrum is large (for a suitable threshold) by Par-
seval’s theorem. The case k “ 2 of [Shk08, Theorem 5] then essentially shows that the large spectrum is
hereditarily energetic in a similar way to Lemma 3.1 (iv).
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and we have the claim. (ii) is trivial. For (iii) suppose that S Ă AYA1 has size σ|AYA1|.
Then without loss of generality |S X A| ě 1
2
σ|AY A1|. It follows that
EpSq ě EpS X Aq ě ν
1
|A|
|S X A|4 ě
ν
8
σ|S|3
as claimed.
Finally to prove (iv) note that since EpAq ě ν|A|3 we have
ˇˇˇ
Sym 1
2
νpAq
ˇˇˇ
ě 1
2
ν|A|. Suppose
that S Ă Sym 1
2
νpAq. Then
EpSq|A|5 ě } p1S}4L4p pGq}|x1A|2}4L 4
3
p pGq ě
ˇˇˇ
x p1S, |x1A|2yL2p pGq ˇˇˇ4
“
ˇˇ
x1S, 1A ˚ 1´Ayℓ2pGq
ˇˇ4
ě
ˆ
1
2
ν|S||A|
˙4
.
The final result follows. 
In view of (i) and (iii) above, the union of two sets with small doubling is hereditarily
energetic, but of course the union need not have small doubling so the notion is strictly
weaker than having small doubling. At the other end of the range, if A is ν-hereditarily
energetic then it has large additive energy but the converse need not be true as can be seen
by taking any set of large additive energy and adjoining a dissociated set of the same size.
We formulate the version of Lemma 2.4 we need as follows.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that G is an abelian group and A,X Ă G are such that |X| ď K|A|
and A is pk,Xq-summing. Then A is pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic.
Proof. Suppose that |A| ě k4, and note that if x P Ak then there are two indices i ‰ j
such that either xi “ xj or xi ` xj P X . It follows that if S Ă A we haveÿ
xPSk
ÿ
iăj
1Xpxi ` xjq ě |S|
k ´
ˆ
k
2
˙
|S|k´1.
Defining σ by |S| “ σ|A| we conclude that either |S| ď k2, in which case EpSq ě |S|2 ě
σ|S|3; or |S| ą k2 in which caseˆ
k
2
˙
|S|k´2x1S ˚ 1S, 1Xyℓ2pGq “
ÿ
xPSk
ÿ
iăj
1Xpxi ` xjq ě
1
2
|S|k.
But then
1
k2
|S|2 ď x1S ˚ 1S, 1Xyℓ2pGq “
ż p1Spγq2x1Xpγqdγ ď EpSq 12 |X| 12 ,
and so
EpSq ě
1
k4
¨
|S|
|X|
¨ |S|3 ě
1
Kk4
σ|S|3.
The result is proved. 
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We need a little notation. We use the language of 2-adic valuations but this is only
for brevity. Direct discussion of divisibility properties rather, say, than the use of the
ultra-metric property, is very easy.
If z P Z we write |z|2 for the 2-adic valuation of z, that is |z|2 “ 2
´i where 2i  z and
2i`1 ffl z, with the convention that |0|2 “ 0. For A Ă Z we write
Ai :“ tz P A : |z|2 “ 2
´iu for all i P N0 Y t8u
(with the convention that 2´8 “ 0). Thus tAi : i P N0 Y t8uu is a set of disjoint sets
whose union is A. For ǫ P p0, 1s we write
IǫpAq :“ ti P N0 Y t8u : |Ai| ą ǫ|A|u and Aǫ :“
ď
tAi : i P IǫpAqu;
note that |IǫpAq| ă ǫ
´1. This method of decomposing A is used in the proof of [SSV05,
Lemma 5.2], and the following lemma is very much in the spirit of that result.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that A Ă Z is ν-hereditarily energetic; and ǫ P p0, 1s is a parameter.
Then |AzAǫ2ν | “ Opǫ|A|q.
Proof. Suppose that pa1, a2, a3, a4q P A
4 are such that a1` a2 “ a3` a4. Let i be such that
|ai|2 is maximal, and note that |ai| “ |aj`ak´al| for any j, k, l with ti, j, k, lu “ t1, 2, 3, 4u.
Since the 2-adic valuation induces an ultra-metric |ai|2 ď maxt|aj |2, |ak|2, |al|2u ď |ai|2, so
there is some j P t1, 2, 3, 4u with j ‰ i such that |aj|2 “ |ai|2. Writing A
´ :“ AzAǫ2ν it
follows that
EpA´q ď
ÿ
iRI
ǫ2ν
pAq
`
x1Ai ˚ 1´Ai, 1A´ ˚ 1´A´yℓ2pZq ` x1Ai ˚ 1´A´, 1Ai ˚ 1´A´yℓ2pZq
` x1Ai ˚ 1´A´ , 1A´ ˚ 1´Aiyℓ2pZq ` x1A´ ˚ 1´Ai, 1Ai ˚ 1´A´yℓ2pZq
`x1A´ ˚ 1´Ai, 1A´ ˚ 1´Aiyℓ2pZq ` x1A´ ˚ 1´A´, 1Ai ˚ 1´Aiyℓ2pZq
˘
ď 6
ÿ
iRI
ǫ2ν
pAq
|Ai|
2|A´| ď 6ǫ2ν|A||A´|
ÿ
iRI
ǫ2ν
pAq
|Aj | “ 6ǫ
2ν|A||A´|2.
On the other hand the left hand side is at least ν|A´|4{|A| since A is ν-hereditarily energetic.
The result follows on rearranging. 
We shall use the above to get the following.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that A, S Ă Z are both ν-hereditarily energetic; |S| ď K|A|; and
κ P p0, 1s and r P N are parameters. Then either r ď pκ´1ν´1KqOp1q; or there is some
1 ď j ď r such that |p2j ¨ Sq X A| ă κ|A|.
Proof. Let ǫ “ ΩpκK´1q be such that the Opǫq-term in Lemma 3.3 is at most κ
2p1`Kq
. It
follows that
|AzAǫ2ν | ď
κ
2
|A| and |SzSǫ2ν | ď
κ
2p1`Kq
|S| ă
κ
2
|A|.
Suppose that |p2j ¨ Sq X A| ě κ|A| for all 1 ď j ď r. Then by the triangle inequality
|p2j ¨ Sǫ2νq X Aǫ2ν | ą κ|A| ´
κ
2
|A| ´
κ
2
|A| ą 0 for all i ď j ď r.
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Let t P p2j ¨Sǫ2νqXAǫ2ν then there are odd numbers a and s such that t “ 2
ia and t “ 2j`i
1
s
with i P Iǫ2νpAq and i
1 P Iǫ2νpSq. It follows that j “ i ´ i
1. However, |Iǫ2νpAq| ă ǫ
´2ν´1
and similarly |Iǫ2νpSq| ă ǫ
´2ν´1 and so r ď ǫ´4ν´2 and the result follows. 
The main ingredient replacing Proposition 2.6 and allied arguments is the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that G has no 2-torsion; A,X Ă G; |XzA| ď η|A|; A is pk,Xq-
summing; and r P N is a parameter. Then either η´1 “ pkrqOp1q; or |A| ď expppkrqOp1qq;
or there is a k´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S with |S| ě k´Op1q|A| and |p2j ¨ Sq X A| ě
k´Op1q|S| for all 1 ď j ď r.
There are a couple of remarks worth making. First, the proof we give actually shows the
stronger conclusion that S has doubling kOp1q. We do not need this, but it may be worth
noting and is probably helpful in understanding the structure of the proof. The notion of
hereditarily energetic is necessary for dealing with pk, Zq-summing sets (see Lemma 3.2)
which need not have small doubling.
Secondly, it is not surprising that we ask for G to have no 2-torsion in view of the
conclusion: no analogue of Proposition 3.5 can be true for G “ pZ{2Zqn since the final
conclusion collapses to |A| ď kOp1q since whatever S is, 2 ¨ S “ t0Gu in this case. Thus if
A “ X “ G then A is p2, Xq-summing (and so pk,Xq-summing) and we can take η “ 0,
but there is no bound on |A| in terms of k.
We shall first prove Proposition 3.5 in a model setting in §4 to illustrate our arguments,
before moving on to the general result.
With this in hand we are ready for the main result. It is worth giving a word of
explanation. A number of our arguments involve careful dependences between various
parameters and we shall say things like ‘let ǫ0 be such that the first conclusion of Theorem
X does not hold’. When we say this the conclusions of Theorem X will begin with a
number of inequalities between parameters and we shall want to choose things so that
those inequalities do not hold leading to the more substantial conclusion(s) of the theorem.
The proof below while short will give a flavour; the later arguments are more involved.
Proof of Proposition 2.7. By Lemma 3.2 A is ν0 “ k
´Op1q-hereditarily energetic (assuming,
as we may, that η ď 1). Let ν1 “ k
´Op1q such that the set S in Proposition 3.5 is always
ν1-hereditarily energetic; σ0 “ k
´Op1q be such that |S| ě σ0|A|; and τ0 “ k
´Op1q be such
that |p2j ¨SqXA| ě τ0|S|. Finally, let r “ k
Op1q be such that the first conclusion of Lemma
3.4 applied to sets that are mintν0, ν1u-hereditarily energetic with size ratio is at most σ
´1
0 ,
and with parameters σ0τ0 and r does not hold.
Apply Proposition 3.5 with parameter r. Then either η´1 “ kOp1q; or |A| ď exppkOp1qq;
or else there is a ν1-hereditarily energetic set S with |S| ě σ0|A| and |p2
j ¨SqXA| ě τ0|S| ě
τ0σ0|A| for all 1 ď j ď r. By Lemma 3.4, whose first conclusion does not hold by design,
we get a contradiction and the result is proved. 
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4. A model for Proposition 3.5
The finite field model is useful for illustrating arguments in arithmetic combinatorics
without a lot of the technical difficulties involved in general abelian groups. One of the
earliest introductions to the model is in [Gre05b], and a summary of more recent develop-
ments can be found in [Wol15].
Throughout this section V denotes a vector space over a finite field Fp where p is an odd
prime. Our aim is to prove the following model version of Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that A,X Ă V ; |XzA| ď η|A| for some η P p0, 1s; A is pk,Xq-
summing for some k ě 2; and r P N is a parameter. Then either η´1 ď prkqOp1q; or
|A| ď ppkrq
Op1q
; or there is a k´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S with |S| ě k´Op1q|A|, and
|p2j ¨ Sq X A| ě k´Op1q|S| for all 1 ď j ď r.
There are three qualifying remarks to make. First, there is (necessarily) no analogue of
Lemma 3.4 in V , and without such it is difficult to argue that the conclusion of Proposition
4.1 is terribly significant.
Secondly, the fact that the bound on |A| is dependent on p may look odd to those not
familiar with this sort of model since there is no equivalent in Proposition 3.5. This is
standard for the model and arises because in this setting we use genuine subspaces rather
than ‘approximate’ subgroups. The size of genuine subspaces is a power of p, and replacing
an ‘approximate’ subgroup with a genuine subspace usually involves shrinking by a factor
that is a power of p.
Typically in the model we think of p as fixed although this could be seen to be in conflict
with the fact that the r-dependence is important. Indeed, for any natural number j P pp, rs
there will be some j1 P t1, . . . , pu such that 2j ” 2j
1
pmod pq – it follows that one might as
well take r ď p. We shall not make this simplification as it is an artefact of the model.
Finally, it may be that a better result could be proved using the new polynomial tech-
niques of Croot, Lev and Pach [CLP17]. We have not used their method because at present
there is no known way to convert it to give arguments in the setting we ultimately need
(the integers).
We begin with a sketch in which we aim to convey the structure of the argument. The
more detailed work afterwards is to explain where the bounds come from.
Before going into the sketch we recall the two sets of hypotheses in Proposition 4.1 and
mention where they arise: we have that A is pk,Xq-summing which is used in STEP II
and STEP V; we also (more or less) have that |XzA| ď η|A| for η small in terms of k,
which is used in STEP V.
Given a non-empty set S we write mS for the uniform probability measure supported
on S.
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(STEP I) We study A with respect to an average of uniform probability measures on
translates of (possibly different) subspaces. Formally, a weighted cover of S by sub-
spaces10 is a pair pz, Zq where z is a V -valued random variable, Z is a finite-subspace-
of-V -valued random variable, and Emz`Z “ mS. Since we may take V to be finite we
can assume these random variables take finitely many values so that there are no analytic
issues to worry about.
We construct new weighted covers by specifying conditional joint distributions: given a
weighted cover pz, Zq of S, and a weighted cover pwpx,Uq,W px,Uqq of x ` U for each x P V
and U ď V (finite), we can define a new weighted cover pz1, Z 1q of S by specifying that
Ppz1 “ x1 and Z 1 “ U 1|z, Zq “ Ppwpz,Zq “ x1 and W pz,Zq “ U 1q.
Indeed, we have
Emz1`Z 1 “ EpEpmz1`Z 1|z, Zqq “ EpEpmwpz,Zq`W pz,Zq|z, Zqq “ Emz`Z “ mS.
When we need to refer to the underlying sample space we call it Ω, and ω will always
denote an element of Ω.
Given a weighted cover pz, Zq of S, we shall also need weighted covers of 2j ¨ S and
conversely. In the model setting this is particularly easy: if pz, Zq is a weighted cover of S
then p2jz, Zq is a weighted cover of 2j ¨S (since 2j is just a scalar, and so 2j ¨pz`Zq “ 2jz`Z)
whenever j P N0. We do not get this as cheaply in the non-model setting.
(STEP II) First we use the Balog-Szemere´di-Gowers-Freiman machinery to find a set S
having large intersection with A, and a subspace U of size not too much smaller than A,
such that mS “ mS ˚ mU . One can also require that S has small doubling and so it is
hereditarily energetic. Considering pS,mSq as a probability space and writing z : S Ñ V
for the natural inclusion, and Z the constant function taking the value U we have that
mS “ Emz`Z and so pz, Zq is a weighted cover of S. This is Lemma 4.2.
(STEP III) Suppose that pz, Zq is a weighted cover and A is not highly uniform on
zpωq`Zpωq then a Fourier argument tells us that there is a large subspace Z 1 ď Zpωq such
that mzpωq`Zpωq “ Ez1Pzpωq`Zpωqmz1`Z 1 and
Ez1Pzpωq`Zpωqmz1`Z 1pAq
2 ą mzpωq`ZpωqpAq
2
where the size of the difference between left and right increases with the level of non-
uniformity.
If there is a small (but not too small) proportion of ω P Ω with A not highly uniform
on zpωq ` Zpωq then the above can be used to produce a new weighted cover pz1, Z 1q of S
where
Emz1`Z 1pAq
2 ą Emz`ZpAq
2.
Again, the size of the difference is dependent on the notion of small above and the level
of non-uniformity. As a result this can be set in an iteration until we end up with a
weighted cover where none of the subspaces are too small and where A is highly uniform
10We shall tend to drop the ‘by subspaces’ part.
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on zpωq `Zpωq for almost all ω P Ω. This is Lemma 4.3. In the end we shall need A to be
highly uniform on 2jzpωq `Zpωq for almost all ω P Ω and all 0 ď j ď r. This can be done
at a cost of iterating r times as often. This (combined with STEP II) is Corollary 4.4.
(STEP IV) By averaging (using the fact that pz, Zq is a weighted cover of S) most of the
mass of A in S corresponds to ωs where mzpωq`ZpωqpAq is not too small. By STEP III, A
is highly uniform on most of these ωs and if m2zpωq`ZpωqpX
cq is very large (meaning close
to 1) we can use this uniformity, the size of A on zpωq`Zpωq, and the pigeonhole principle
to show that there are many z P pA X pzpωq ` Zpωqqqk such that zi ` zj P A
c whenever
i ă j. Crucially, counting with the pigeonhole principle requires much less uniformity than
counting zs for which zi ` zj P 2 ¨ A as in Proposition 2.6. This counting is Lemma 4.5.
(STEP V) Assuming that A is large enough that most z P pAXpzpωq`Zpωqqqk have zi ‰
zj for i ‰ j, then since A is pk,Xq-summing it follows from STEP IV thatm2zpωq`ZpωqpX
cq
is not very large for ωs supporting most of the mass of A – equivalently m2zpωq`ZpωqpXq is
not too small. Since X is only slightly bigger than A (this is the condition on η), on average
this means that m2zpωq`ZpωqpAq is not too small. Now, we arranged the same uniformity
properties in (STEP III) for the weighted cover p2z, Zq of 2 ¨ S. It follows from this that
m4zpωq`ZpωqpXq is not too small for a large mass of points, and this process can be iterated
to get Proposition 4.1.
We now turn to the details.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that A,X Ă V ; |X| ď K|A|; and A is pk,Xq-summing. Then there
is a pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S and a weighted cover pz, Zq of S such that
|A X S| ě pkKq´Op1q|A|, |S| ď pkKqOp1q|A| and min
ω
|Zpωq| ě p´pkKq
Op1q
|A|.
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.2 to get that A has EpAq “ ΩppkKq´Op1q|A|3q. The Balog-
Szemere´di-Gowers Theorem11 then gives us a subset A1 Ă A with |A1| “ ΩppkKq´Op1q|A|q
such that |A1 ` A1| “ pkKqOp1q|A1|. By Chang’s theorem for r-torsion groups [TV06,
Corollary 5.29] (applied to A1 despite only needing the large energy hypothesis) we get a
subspace U ď V of size p´pkKq
Op1q
|A1| such that U Ă 2A1 ´ 2A1. Plu¨nnecke’s Inequality
[TV06, Corollary 6.27] then tells us that |U ` A1| ď |3A1 ´ 2A1| ď pkKqOp1q|A1|. The
claimed result follows by letting S “ U ` A1 (which has |S ` S| ď pkKqOp1q|S| and so is
pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic by Lemma 3.1 (i)), where z is the random variable taking
values uniformly from S, and Z is the constant random variable taking the value U . 
If we were interested in getting a good constant for the Op1q-terms in Proposition 4.1
(and hence the Ωp1q-term in Theorem 1.2) then improvements could easily be made here.
Unusually with Freiman’s theorem one is most interested in the size of the intersection
of the set on the subspace, and not so much with the size of the subspace. We give the
argument we do because there are easy references to results in the literature.
11In its usual form, which corresponds to [TV06, Theorem 2.31((i) ñ (iv))] and then [TV06, Exercise
2.3.15]).
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We now turn to the Fourier argument in STEP III. This is a routine ‘energy increment’
argument.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that A, S Ă V ; pz, Zq is a weighted cover of S; and δ P p0, 1s is a
parameter. Then either
(i)
Pp}1AXpz`Zq ˚ p1Admz`Zq ´mz`ZpAq
2}L2pm2z`Z q ď δq ě 1´ δ;
(ii) or else there is a weighted cover pz1, Z 1q of S with
min |Z 1| ě p´Opδ
´2qmin |Z| and Emz1`Z 1pAq
2 ě Emz`ZpAq
2 ` Ωpδ3q.
Proof. Suppose that z “ x and Z “ U are such that
(4.1) }1AXpx`Uq ˚ p1Admx`Uq ´mx`UpAq
2}L2pm2x`U q ą δ.
Write A1 :“ pA ´ xq X U and work inside the space U considered as endowed with Haar
probability measure mU . That means that while the definition of pU is the same as in §3,
it is convenient (for this proof) to take different normalisations for convolution and the
Fourier transform: we define convolution to be
f ˚ gpyq :“
ż
fpxqgpy ´ xqdmUpxq for all y P U for all f, g P L1pmUq,
and the Fourier transform by
pfpγq :“ ż fpxqγpxqdmUpxq for all γ P pU.
These conventions are in line with those in [TV06, Definition 4.7] and [TV06, Definition
4.6] respectively and the key identities are summarised in [TV06, (4.1),(4.2), and (4.8)].
Set
Γ :“
"
γ P pU : |x1A1pγq| ě 1
2
δ
*
and U 1 :“
č
γPΓ
ker γ.
By Parseval’s theorem for A1 in U we haveˆ
1
2
δ
˙2
|Γ| ď
ÿ
γPpU
|x1A1pγq|2 “ ż 1A1pxq2dmUpxq ď 1,
so |Γ| “ Opδ´2q and |U 1| ě p´Opδ
´2q|U |. On the other handÿ
γPΓzt0 pU u
|x1A1pγq|2 ` 1
2
δ2 ě
ÿ
γPΓzt0 pU u
|x1A1pγq|4 ` ˆ1
4
δ2
˙ ÿ
γRΓYt0 pU u
|x1A1pγq|2
ě
ÿ
γ‰0 pU
|x1A1pγq|4 “ }1A1 ˚ 1A1 ´mUpA1q2}2L2pmU q ą δ2,
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whence
}1AXpx`Uq ˚mU 1}
2
L2pmx`U q
“ }1A1 ˚mU 1}
2
L2pmU q
“
ÿ
γPpU
|x1A1pγq|2|ymU 1pγq|2
ě
ÿ
γPΓ
|x1A1pγq|2 ą mUpA1q2 ` 1
2
δ2.
Let pz1, Z 1q be defined conditional on z “ x and Z “ U as follows: if (4.1) holds then let
Z 1 be U 1 with (conditional) probability 1 and choose z1 uniformly from x`U ; if (4.1) does
not hold then let Z 1 be U with (conditional) probability 1 and z1 “ x with (conditional)
probability 1. It then follows that pz1, Z 1q is a weighted cover of S and
Emz1`Z 1pAq
2 ě Emz`ZpAq
2 ` Pp}1AXpz`Zq ˚ p1Admz`Zq ´mz`ZpAq
2}L2pm2z`Z q ą δq ¨
1
2
δ2.
It follows that if we are not in the first case of the lemma then we must be in the second. 
If we were interested in optimising our arguments then it might be more effective to use
an Lp-version of the above in the style of Croot and Sisask (compare, for example, [CS10,
Proposition 3.3] with [CS10, Proposition 3.1]).
The above lemma leads to a weighted cover pz, Zq where Z is not necessarily constant.
This is necessary for us to ensure good bounds – if we wanted Z to be constant then
examples such as those in [Gre05c, Theorem 10.2] show we would have to have tower-
type dependencies. This phenomenon is discussed after [Gre05b, Proposition 5.8] as an
important part of Shkredov’s argument from [Shk06] (see also [Shk04]).
Corollary 4.4. Suppose that A,X Ă V ; |X| ď K|A|; A is pk,Xq-summing; and r P N
and δ P p0, 1s are parameters. Then there is a pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S and a
weighted cover pz, Zq such that
|AX S| ě pkKq´Op1q|A|, |S| ď pkKqOp1q|A| and min
ω
|Zpωq| ě p´pδ
´1rkKqOp1q|A|,
and for all 0 ď i ď r ´ 1 we have
Pp}1AXp2iz`Zq ˚ p1Adm2iz`Zq ´m2iz`ZpAq
2}L2pm2i`1z`Zq ď δq ě 1´ δ.
Proof. We first apply Lemma 4.2 to get a pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S and a
weighted cover pz0, Z0q of S such that
|AX S| ě pkKq´Op1q|A|, |S| ď pkKqOp1q|A| and min
ω
t|Z0pωq|u ě p
´pkKqOp1q|A|.
Suppose that we have a weighted cover pzi, Ziq of S and there is some 0 ď j ă r such that
Pp}1AXp2jzi`Ziq ˚ p1Adm2jzi`Ziq ´m2jzi`ZipAq
2}L2pm2j`1zi`Ziq
ď δq ă 1´ δ.
Then apply Lemma 4.3 to the weighted cover p2jzi, Ziq of 2
j ¨ S. We get a new weighted
cover pz1, Zi`1q of 2
j ¨ S (and we put zi`1 “ 2
´jz1 so pzi`1, Zi`1q is a weighted cover of S)
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such that
min
ω
|Zi`1pωq| ě p
´Opδ´2qmin
ω
|Zipωq| and Em2jzi`1`Zi`1pAq
2 ě Em2jzi`ZipAq
2 ` Ωpδ3q.
Since for any weighted cover pz, Zq of S we have
r´1ÿ
j“0
Em2jz`ZpAq
2 ď r
we see that we can be in this situation at most Opδ´3rq times. The iteration terminates
with the desired outcome. 
The second key ingredient as far as bounds are concerned comes in the next lemma
covering STEP IV. The level of uniformity necessary to count in the case we are interested
in is polynomial in k whereas in e.g. [Sha15, Corollary 4.2] it is exponential in k.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that x P V ; U ď V ; A,X Ă V ; α :“ mx`UpAq and m2x`UpXq ď ǫ;
}1AXpx`Uq ˚ p1Admx`Uq ´ α
2}L2pm2x`U q ď ǫα
2;
and k P N is a parameter. Then either k “ Ωpǫ´
1
2 q or
(4.2)
ż ˜ ź
1ďiăjďk
1p2x`UqzXpzi ` zjq
¸
kź
i“1
1Apziqdmx`Upziq “ Ωpα
kq.
Proof. First note thatż
1Xpz1 ` z2q1Apz1q1Apz2qdmx`Upz1qdmx`Upz2q
“ α2 ´ x1AXpx`Uq ˚ p1Admx`Uq, 1p2x`UqzXyL2pm2x`U q
ď α2 ´ α2m2¨x`Upp2x` UqzXq ` ǫα
2 ď 2ǫα2.
Now write Q for the integral on the left of (4.2). Apply Bonferroni’s inequality12 to the
events tz P pAX px` Uqqk : zi ` zj P Xu
Q ě
ż ˜ ź
1ďiăjďk
12x`Upzi ` zjq
¸
kź
i“1
1Apziqdmx`Upziq
´
ÿ
1ďi1ăj1ďk
ż
1Xpzi1 ` zj1q
ź
1ďiăjďk
pi,jq‰pi1,j1q
12¨x`Upzi ` zjq
kź
i“1
1Apziqdmx`Upziq
“ αk ´
ÿ
1ďi1ăj1ďk
ż
1Xpzi1 ` zj1q
kź
i“1
1Apziqdmx`Upziq ě α
k ´ 2ǫ
ˆ
k
2
˙
αk.
The lemma follows. 
12In the form Pp
Ş
i
Eiq ě 1´
ř
i
PpEc
i
q.
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It seems likely that a more careful argument using Tura´n’s theorem (in a form like
[SSV05, Lemma 3.1]) or the Lova´sz Local Lemma [TV06, Corollary 1.2.6] could be used
to let us take k “ Ωpǫ´1q. Again, such improvements would impact the Op1q-term in
Proposition 4.1 and, ultimately, the Ωp1q-term in Theorem 1.2, but this is not the concern
of the present paper.
For us the crucial aspect of the above is that the conclusion k “ Ωpǫ´
1
2 q does not depend
on the density α. If it were allowed to depend on α then we would not need the uniformity
argument in Lemma 4.3. The reason that it is not is that it would lead to a lower bound
on the intersections p2j ¨SqXA which decreases with j. This in turn is not enough for our
application in the non-model setting.
Finally we have the tools to complete the argument – STEP V.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Take ǫ0 “ Ωpk
´2q such that the first conclusion of Lemma 4.5
does not happen and ν0 “ k
´Op1q be such that mSpAq ě ν0 always holds in the conclusion
of Corollary 4.4 when K ď 2.
Apply Corollary 4.4 with K “ 2 and δ “ 2´3r´1ǫ0mintν
2
0 , ǫ
2
0u to get a k
´Op1q-hereditarily
energetic set S and a weighted cover pz, Zq (supported on the probability space pΩ,Pq) such
that
(4.3) |A X S| ě k´Op1q|A|, |S| ď kOp1q|A| and min
ω
|Zpωq| ě p´prkq
Op1q
|A|,
and, for 0 ď s ă r writing
Es :“
!
ω P Ω : }1AXp2sz`Zq ˚ p1Adm2sz`Zq ´m2sz`ZpAq
2}
L2pm2s`1z`Zq
ď δ
)
we have PpEcsq ă δ. For 1 ď s ď r write
Ls :“
"
ω P Ω : m2sz`ZpXzAq ď
1
2
ǫ0
*
.
Then
PpLcsq ă 2ǫ
´1
0 Em2sz`ZpXzAq “ 2ǫ
´1
0 m2s¨SpXzAq ď k
Op1q |XzA|
|A|
“ ηkOp1q.
Either η´1 “ prkqOp1q or else PpLcsq ď
1
8r
ν0 for all 1 ď s ď r; we may assume the latter.
Write
B :“
"
ω P Ω : mz`ZpAq ą
1
2
ν0
*
and Ω1 :“ B X
˜
rč
i“1
Li
¸
X
˜
r´1č
i“0
Ei
¸
,
and note that
Emz`ZpAq1Ω1 ě Emz`ZpAq ´ Emz`ZpAq
˜
1Bc `
rÿ
s“1
1Lcs `
r´1ÿ
s“0
1Ecs
¸
ě ν0 ´
1
2
ν0 ´ r ¨
1
8r
ν0 ´ rδ ě
1
8
ν0.
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Claim. Either |A| ď ppkrq
Op1q
or else for all ω P Ω1 we have
m2szpωq`ZpωqpAq ą min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*
for all 0 ď s ď r.
Proof. We proceed by induction. When s “ 0 we have ω P B and so the hypothesis holds.
Suppose that it holds for 0 ď s ă r. Then since ω P Es
}1AXp2szpωq`Zpωqq ˚ p1Adm2szpωq`Zpωqq ´m2szpωq`ZpωqpAq
2}
L2pm2s`1zpωq`Zpωqq
ď ǫ0m2szpωq`ZpωqpAq
2.
If m2s`1zpωq`ZpωqpXq ď ǫ0 then it follows from Lemma 4.5 thatż ˜ ź
1ďiăjďk
1p2s`1zpωq`ZpωqqzXpzi ` zjq
¸
kź
i“1
1Apziqdm2szpωq`Zpωqpziq
“ Ω
˜ˆ
min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*˙k¸
.
Since A is pk,Xq-summing we know that the first product on the left is 0 on z P Ak unless
there is 1 ď i ă j ď k with zi “ zj . It follows that the integral is at mostˆ
k
2
˙
m2szpωq`ZpωqpAq
k´1 ¨
1
|2szpωq ` Zpωq|
.
The upper bound on |A| follows from the lower bound on |Zpωq| in (4.3). Thus we may
assume m2s`1zpωq`ZpωqpXq ą ǫ0, and since ω P Ls`1 we have
m2s`1zpωq`ZpωqpAq ě m2s`1zpωq`ZpωqpXq ´m2s`1zpωq`ZpωqpXzAq ą
1
2
ǫ0 ě min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*
.
The claim is proved. 
We conclude that for all 1 ď s ď r we have
m2s¨SpAq “ Em2sz`ZpAq ě Em2sz`ZpAq1Ω1 ě min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*
E1Ω1
ě min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*
Emz`ZpAq1Ω1 “ k
´Op1q
as required. 
5. Translating the model
The remainder of the paper deals with converting the model argument of §4 to give a
proof of Proposition 3.5; throughout G denotes an abelian group. This is analogous to
converting Meshulam’s proof of the Roth-Meshulam Theorem [TV06, Proposition 10.12]
to Bourgain’s proof of Roth’s Theorem [TV06, Theorem 10.29].
The reader already familiar with this sort of translation can move to §6. The key
definitions are τ -closed pairs, defined before Lemma 5.1; covering numbers – C and C5,
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defined in (5.1) and before Lemma 5.3 respectively; and SpGq, systems, and dimension
defined after the proof of Lemma 5.3. The main variation in the definitions we have chosen
here is in defining C5, which is set up in the way it is so that dimension is sub-additive
with respect to intersection, rather than sub-additive up to a multiplicative constant.
The basic idea is to replace subspaces by pairs of sets which are ‘almost’ closed, and
we start with a definition for this purpose. We write N pGq for the set of finite symmetric
neighbourhoods of the identity, that is sets S Ă G with S “ ´S and 0G P S. (We use
topological language here for motivation – the systems we define later can be thought of
as bases for particular topologies.) Given Z,W P N pGq we say that pZ,W q is τ-closed if
there are sets Z´, Z` P N pGq such that
Z´ `W Ă Z,Z `W Ă Z` and |Z`| ď p1` τq|Z´|.
Given a measure µ on G and x P G we write τxpµq for the measure induced by
CpGq Ñ CpGq; f ÞÑ
ˆ
y ÞÑ
ż
fpy ´ xqdµpyq
˙
.
As in §4 if S is a finite non-empty subset of G we write mS for the uniform probability
measure supported on S.
Lemma 5.1 (Basic properties of τ -closed pairs). Suppose that pZ,W q is a τ -closed. Then
(i) }τwpmZq ´mZ} ď τ for all w PW ;
(ii) if W 1 Ă W then pZ,W 1q is τ -closed;
(iii) and if G has no 2-torsion then p2m ¨ Z, 2m ¨W q is τ -closed.
Proof. The first property is immediate by the triangle inequality; the second immediate;
and the third equally so once we recall that x ÞÑ 2mx is an injection in a group with no
2-torsion. 
These sorts of pairs behave enough like subspaces that we can prove counting-type results
(as we shall in §9), but not so much that they are amenable to iteration without greater
losses than we can afford to bear. One usually deals with this by recording auxiliary data
in the form of (the-data-necessary-to-generate) Bohr sets. We discuss this in detail before
Lemma 8.2.
The fact we are using Freiman’s theorem suggests that we actually need Bohr sets inside
coset progressions (defined before Lemma 7.1), and the notion of a Bourgain system was
formulated in [GS08, Definition 4.1] to deal with exactly this situation. This gives a
common framework for Bohr sets and generalised arithmetic progressions and it turns out
much of the technology Bourgain developed for Bohr sets in [Bou99] extends. We shall use
a very similar definition.
It turns out that we only need to use Freiman’s theorem once so rather than proceeding
with the more general systems below we could simply pass to a long arithmetic progression
within the generalised arithmetic progression (in the style of [TV06, Exercise 3.2.5]) and
consider Bohr sets inside that. This does not seem to afford any great simplification.
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We now turn to the basic definitions. For X, Y Ă G we write
(5.1) CpX ; Y q :“ mint|T | : X Ă T ` Y u.
We call these numbers covering numbers. Here and throughout we take the usual conven-
tions concerning 8.
Lemma 5.2 (Basic properties of covering numbers). Suppose that G and H are abelian
groups.
(i) (Chaining) For all X, Y, Z Ă G we have
CpX ;Zq ď CpX ; Y qCpY ;Zq.
(ii) (Homomorphisms) For all X, Y Ă G and homomorphisms φ : GÑ H we have
CpφpXq;φpY qq ď CpX ; Y q.
(iii) (Covering and size) For all X, Y Ă G we have
|X| ď CpX ; Y q|Y |.
(iv) (Ruzsa’s covering lemma) For all X, Y Ă G we have
CpX ; Y ´ Y q ď min
"
|X ` Y |
|Y |
,
|X ´ Y |
|Y |
*
.
Proof. The first three facts are immediate from the definition. The last is just Ruzsa’s
covering lemma [TV06, Lemma 2.14], which can be proved by letting T Ă X be a maximal
subset such that if pt ` Y q X pt1 ` Y q ‰ H and t, t1 P T then t “ t1. This gives the
first bound in the minimum; applying the first with Y replaced by ´Y and noticing that
p´Y q ´ p´Y q “ Y ´ Y and | ´ Y | “ |Y | gives the second. 
Covering numbers do not behave well with respect to intersections and so we define13
C5pX ; Y q :“ min
HPAb
φPHompxXy,Hq
 
CpW ;Zq : Z,W Ă H,X Ă φ´1pW q and φ´1pZ ´ Zq Ă Y
(
.
Here xXy denotes the group generated byX and is there to make the definition independent
of the particular ambient group in which X and Y live.
These numbers are close to covering numbers but also respect intersections.
Lemma 5.3 (Basic properties of C5). Suppose that G and K are abelian groups.
(i) (Order) For all X 1 Ă X and Y Ă Y 1 we have
C5pX 1; Y 1q ď C5pX ; Y q.
(ii) (Homomorphisms) For all X, Y Ă G and ψ : K Ñ G a homomorphism we have
C5pψ´1pXq;ψ´1pY qq ď C5pX ; Y q.
13Here Ab denotes the category of abelian groups. One could equally say that H is an abelian group
and φ is a homomorphism from G to H .
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(iii) (Equivalence) Whenever X, Y Ă G we have
C5pX ; Y ´ Y q ď CpX ; Y q ď C5pX ; Y q.
(iv) (Meets) Whenever X,X 1, Y, Y 1 Ă G we have
C5pX XX 1; Y X Y 1q ď C5pX ; Y qC5pX 1; Y 1q.
Proof. Suppose for all parts that H P Ab, φ P HompxXy, Hq, and Z,W Ă H are such that
X Ă φ´1pW q and φ´1pZ ´ Zq Ă Y , and C5pX ; Y q “ CpW ;Zq.
For (i) note ψ :“ φ|xX1y P HompxX
1y, Hq andX 1 Ă XXxX 1y Ă ψ´1pW q and ψ´1pZ´Zq Ă
Y Ă Y 1. It follows that C5pX 1; Y 1q ď CpW ;Zq “ C5pX ; Y q as claimed.
For (ii) note π :“ pφ ˝ ψq|xψ´1pXqy P Hompxψ
´1pXqy, Hq and ψ´1pXq Ă π´1pW q and
π´1pZ´Zq Ă ψ´1pY q. Again, it follows that C5pX 1; Y 1q ď CpW ;Zq “ C5pX ; Y q as claimed.
For (iii) we get the left hand inequality by considering the canonical embedding φ :
xXy Ñ G P HompxXy, Gq, and noting that φ´1pY ´ Y q Ă Y ´ Y and X Ă φ´1pXq.
For the right hand inequality let S Ă H be such that W Ă S ` Z and |S| “ CpW ;Zq,
and T Ă xXy be minimal such that if s P S has ps` Zq X φpxXyq ‰ H then there is some
t P T such that φptq P s`Z. It follows that |T | ď |S|, and if x P X then x P φ´1pW q and so
φpxq PW and there is some s P S with φpxq P s` Z. By the definition of T there is some
t P T such that φptq P s`Z, whence φpx´ tq P Z´Z and so x P T `φ´1pZ´Zq Ă T `Y .
We conclude that CpX ; Y q ď |T | ď |S|. The claimed inequality follows.
Finally, for (iv), suppose additionally that H 1 P Ab, ψ P HompxX 1y, H 1q, and Z 1,W 1 Ă
H 1 are such that X 1 Ă ψ´1pW 1q and ψ´1pZ 1 ´ Z 1q Ă Y 1, and C5pX 1; Y 1q “ CpW 1;Z 1q.
Then HˆH 1 is an abelian group; WˆW 1, ZˆZ 1 Ă HˆH 1; π : xXXX 1y Ñ HˆH 1; x ÞÑ
pφpxq, ψpxqq is a homomorphism; and
π´1pW ˆW 1q “ xX XX 1y X pφ´1pW q X ψ´1pW 1qq Ą X XX 1,
and
π´1ppZ ˆ Z 1q ´ pZ ˆ Z 1qq “ π´1ppZ ´ Zq ˆ pZ 1 ´ Z 1qq
Ă φ´1pZ ´ Zq X ψ´1pZ 1 ´ Z 1q Ă Y X Y 1.
On the other hand,
CpW ˆW 1;Z ˆ Z 1q ď CpW ;ZqCpW 1;Z 1q “ C5pX ; Y qC5pX 1; Y 1q.
The result follows. 
We use a slight variant of [GS08, Definition 4.1], defining a system on G to be a vector
B “ pBiqiPN0 of symmetric neighbourhoods of the identity such that Bi`1 `Bi`1 Ă Bi for
all i P N0. We define its dimension to be
dimB :“ sup
iPN0
log2 C
5pBi;Bi`1q,
and write SpGq for the set of systems on G. For S Ă G we shall also write C5pS;Bq for
C5pS;B0q. This is how we record the ‘size’ of B relative to some reference set S. (As an
aside we remark that while we have found it convenient to use this notion of ‘size’ the
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more conventional |B0| works better in some ways: while it does not deal so well with
intersections, it would allow us to dispense with the second part of Lemma 5.5 (iii) below.)
There are many examples of systems: coset progressions naturally define systems as we
shall show in Lemma 7.1, as do Bohr sets (which we cover in Lemma 8.2), and subgroups
which we deal with now.
Lemma 5.4 (Subgroup systems). Suppose that H ď G. Then the N0-indexed vector B
taking the constant value H is a 0-dimensional system.
Proof. B is easily seen to be a system. Moreover CpH ;Hq ď C5pH ;Hq “ C5pH ;H ´Hq ď
CpH ;Hq by Lemma 5.3 (iii) and CpH ;Hq “ 1, so dimB “ 0 as claimed. 
There are three ways of creating new systems that will be useful to us. Given B,B1 P
SpGq and m P N0 we make the following definitions.
‚ The intersection of B and B1 is the vector B ^B1 :“ pBi XB
1
iqiPN0 . It is easy to
check that pSpGq,^q forms a meet semi-lattice. (Meaning that B ^ B1 is indeed
a system; that B ^ pB1 ^ B2q “ pB ^ B1q ^ B2; that B ^ B1 “ B1 ^ B; and that
B ^B “ B.)
‚ The 2´m-dilate of B is the vector 2´mB :“ pBi`mqiPN0 . It is easy to check that
this is an action of the (additive) monoid N0 on SpGq. (Meaning that 2
´mB is
indeed a system; that 1B “ B; and 2´mp2´m
1
Bq “ 2´pm`m
1qB.)
‚ The 2m-multiple of B is the vector 2m ¨ B :“ p2m ¨ BiqiPN0 . Again, it is easy to
check that this is an action of N0 on SpGq.
The meet semi-lattice structure induces a partial order on SpGq, and B1 ď B if and only
if B1i Ă Bi for all i P N0.
Dilates distribute over intersection, meaning that 2´mpB ^ B1q “ p2´mBq ^ p2´mB1q,
but in general for multiples we only have 2m ¨ pB ^B1q ď p2m ¨Bq ^ p2m ¨B1q; if G has no
2-torsion then we do have equality.
Finally it is worth noting that multiples and dilates do not interact terribly well: in
particular we will need to consider systems of the form 2m ¨ p2´m
1
Bq and this does not in
general simplify.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that B,B1 P SpGq; S Ă G; and m P N0. Then
(i) (Intersections)
dimB ^B1 ď dimB ` dimB1 and C5pS;B ^B1q ď C5pS;BqC5pS;B1q;
(ii) (Dilations)
dim 2´mB ď dimB and C5pS; 2´mBq ď C5pS;Bq2pm`1qdimB;
(iii) (Multiples)
dim 2m ¨ B ď dimB,
and if G has no 2-torsion then
C5pS; 2m ¨Bq ď C5pS;Bq exppOpm dimBqq.
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Proof. The first part follows immediately from Lemma 5.3 (iv) and the definitions.
For (ii) the dimension inequality is immediate from the definition. For the second esti-
mate we have the following chain of inequalities justified afterwards.
C5pS; 2´mBq “ C5pS;Bmq
ď C5pX ;Bm`1 ´Bm`1q
ď CpX ;Bm`1q ď CpX ;B0q
mź
i“0
CpBi;Bi`1q ď C
5pX ;B0q2
pm`1q dimB.
B is a system so Bm`1´Bm`1 Ă Bm, and so Lemma 5.3 (i) gives the first inequality. The
second follows from the first inequality in Lemma 5.3 (iii). The third by Lemma 5.2 (i),
and then the fourth by the second inequality in Lemma 5.3 (iii).
For the dimension bound in (iii) note that the isomorphism ψ : 2m ¨G Ñ G; x ÞÑ 2´mx
has ψ´1pBiq “ p2
m ¨ Bqi and the bound follows from Lemma 5.3 (ii) and the definition of
dimension.
For the second part of (iii) suppose that G has no 2-torsion. We have the same chain of
inequalities as above. Again, they are justified afterwards.
C5pS; 2m ¨Bq “ C5pS; 2m ¨B0q
ď C5pS; 2m ¨B1 ´ 2
m ¨ B1q
ď CpS; 2m ¨ B1q ď CpS;B0qCpB0;B1q
m´1ź
t“0
Cp2t ¨B1; 2
t`1 ¨B1q.
2m ¨ B is a system so 2m ¨ B1 ´ 2
m ¨ B1 Ă 2
m ¨ B0, and so Lemma 5.3 (i) gives the first
inequality. The second follows from the first inequality in Lemma 5.3 (iii), and then the
third by Lemma 5.2 (i).
By Lemma 5.2 (ii), the fact that 2 ¨B is a system so 2 ¨B2´ 2 ¨B2 Ă 2 ¨B1, and Ruzsa’s
covering lemma (Lemma 5.2 (iv)) we have
Cp2t ¨B1; 2
t`1 ¨B1q ď CpB1; 2 ¨ B1q ď CpB1; 2 ¨B2 ´ 2 ¨ B2q ď
|B1 ` 2 ¨B2|
|2 ¨B2|
.
Since
B1 ` 2 ¨B2 Ă B1 `B2 `B2 Ă B1 `B1 Ă B0,
we have by Lemma 5.2 (iii) and (i) that
|B1 ` 2 ¨B2| ď |B0| ď CpB0;B1qCpB1;B2q|B2|.
Combining all this gives
C5pS; 2m ¨Bq ď CpS;B0qCpB0;B1q
m´1ź
t“0
ˆ
CpB0;B1qCpB1;B2q
|B2|
|2 ¨B2|
˙
.
Since G has no 2-torsion |2 ¨B2| “ |B2| and so the second part of Lemma 5.3 (iii) can then
be used to give the result. 
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The requirement that G has no 2-torsion is clearly necessary for the second part of (iii)
above; the proof is essentially the same as the proof of [Buk08, Theorem 15] with Ruzsa’s
triangle inequality [TV06, Lemma 2.6] replaced by Lemma 5.2 (i).
At the start of the section we introduced the notion of τ -closed pair and we can use the
pigeonhole principle to produce a plentiful supply of such pairs from systems. Although
we do not need it, a stronger result [TV06, Lemma 4.24] is available.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that Z P N pGq; B P SpGq; |Z ` B0| ď K|Z|; τ P p0, 1s is a
parameter. Then there is a set Z0 P N pGq with Z Ă Z0 Ă Z ` B0 and a natural m “
log2 log 2K ` log2 τ
´1 `Op1q such that pZ0, Bmq is τ -closed.
Proof. Let m P N0 be a parameter to be optimised shortly
2m´1´1ź
j“0
|Z ` p2j ` 2qBm|
|Z ` 2jBm|
ď
|Z ` 2mBm|
|Z|
ď
|Z `B0|
|Z|
ď K.
By the pigeonhole principle there is some 0 ď j ď 2m´1 ´ 1 such that
|Z ` p2j ` 2qBm|
|Z ` 2jBm|
ď K
1
2m´1 ,
so we can take m “ log2 log2K ` log2 τ
´1 `Op1q such that the right hand side is at most
1` τ . In that case let Z0 :“ Z `p2j` 1qBm, Z
´
0 :“ Z ` 2jBm and Z
`
0 :“ Z0`p2j` 2qBm
which are all symmetric neighbourhoods of the identity and have Z´0 ` Bm “ Z0 and
Z0 ` Bm “ Z
`
0 . Moreover, the choice of j ensures that |Z
`
0 | ď p1 ` τq|Z
´
0 | and the result
is proved. 
In particular, for low-dimensional systems we have the following.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that B P SpGq is d-dimensional; τ P p0, 1s is a parameter. Then
there is a set Z0 P N pGq with B1 Ă Z0 Ă B0 and a natural m “ log2 d ` log2 τ
´1 ` Op1q
such that pZ0, Bmq is τ -closed.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 (iii) and the second inequality in Lemma 5.3 (iii) we have
|B1 `B1| ď |B0| ď CpB0;B1q|B1| ď 2
d|B1|.
Apply Lemma 5.6 to Z :“ B1 and the system 2
´1B to get the result. 
6. Proof of Proposition 3.5
It is convenient to use the language of probability theory, but all our probability measures
will have finite support so there is no analysis involved. (This can be easily checked as the
only places where we produce new probability spaces are in Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 8.5.)
We say that a probability space pΩ1,P1q is an extension of a probability space pΩ,Pq if
there is a map φ : Ω1 Ñ Ω such that P1pφ´1pAqq “ PpAq for all (measurable) A in Ω. Note
that if pΩ2,P2q is an extension of pΩ1,P1q and pΩ1,P1q is an extension of pΩ,Pq then pΩ2,P2q
is an extension of pΩ,Pq.
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Given a random variableX on Ω, and an extension pΩ1,P1q of pΩ,Pq, then for convenience
we also write X for the pull-back of X on Ω1.
We follow the plan in §4; the analogue of STEP II and Lemma 4.2 is following lemma
proved in §7.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that A is pk,Xq-summing; |X| ď K|A|; and τ P
`
0, 1
2
‰
is a param-
eter. Then there is a pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S with |A X S| ě pkKq´Op1q|S|
and |S| ě k´Op1q|A|, a probability space pΩ,Pq supporting a G-valued random variable z,
an N pGq-valued random variable Z and an SpGq-valued random variable T such that
}Emz`Z ´mS} ď τ,
and for all ω P Ω,
dim T pωq ď pkKqOp1q, and C5pS;T pωqq ď expppkK log τ´1qOp1qq
and pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ -closed.
The most technically demanding part is the following analogue of STEP III and Corol-
lary 4.4 which we prove in §8.
Corollary 6.2. Suppose that G has no 2-torsion; A, S Ă G; a probability space pΩ,Pq
supporting a G-valued random variable z, an N pGq-valued random variable Z and an
SpGq-valued random variable T such that for all ω P Ω,
dimT pωq ď d and C5pS;T pωqq ď D
and pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ -closed; and δ P p0, 1s and r P N are parameters. Then either
τ´1 ď pδ´1rqOp1q; or there is a probability space pΩ1,P1q extending pΩ,Pq, supporting a
G-valued random variable z1 and N pGq-valued random variable Z 1 with
}E1mz1`Z 1 ´ Emz`Z} ď δ,
and a further extension pΩ2,P2q of pΩ1,P1q, supporting a G-valued random variable z2 and
N pGq-valued random variables Z1, . . . , Zk such that
(i)
}E2m2sz2`Zi ´ E
1m2s¨pz1`Z 1q} ď δ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(ii) (U1-uniformity)
E
2|m2sz2`ZipAq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq|
2 ď δ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(iii) (U2-uniformity)
E
2
››1AXp2sz2`Ziq ˚ p1Adm2sz2`Zjq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq2››2L2´m2s`1z2`Zi¯ ď δ
for all 1 ď i ă j ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
and for all ω2 P Ω2, pZipω
2q, Zi`1pω
2qq is δ-closed for all 1 ď i ă k, and C5pS;Zkpω
2qq ď
D expppdkrδ´1qOp1qq.
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Finally, we have the analogue of STEP IV and Lemma 4.5 which is not terribly different
to the model case and which is proved in §9.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that A,X Ă G; z0 P G; pZi, Zi`1q is τ -closed for all 1 ď i ă k; and
(i) |mZipA´ z0q ´ α| ď τ for 1 ď i ď k;
(ii) mZipX ´ 2z0q ď ǫ for all 1 ď i ă k;
(iii) ››1pA´z0qXZi ˚ p1A´z0dmZj q ´ α2››2L2pmZi q ď δ for all 1 ď i ă j ď k.
Then either δ´1 “ Opk2α´4q; or τ´1 “ Opkα´1q; or ǫ´1 “ Opk2q; orż ˜ź
iăj
1pZi`2z0qzXpzi ` zj ` 2z0q1Zipzi ` zjq
¸
kź
i“1
1Apzi ` z0qdmZipziq “ Ω
`
αk
˘
.
With these tools we can proceed with the main proof. (We begin by recalling the
statement for convenience.)
Proposition (Proposition 3.5). Suppose that G has no 2-torsion; A,X Ă G; |XzA| ď
η|A|; A is pk,Xq-summing; and r P N is a parameter. Then either η´1 “ pkrqOp1q; or
|A| ď expppkrqOp1qq; or there is a k´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S with |S| ě k´Op1q|A|
and |p2j ¨ Sq X A| ě k´Op1q|S| for all 1 ď j ď r.
Proof. We begin by making a number of choices for parameters.
‚ Let ǫ0 “ Ωpk
´2q by such that the third conclusion of Lemma 6.3 does not follow
in any application of that lemma with parameters ǫ0 and k.
‚ Let ν0 “ k
´Op1q be such that mSpAq ě ν0 and |S| ě ν0|A| in the conclusion of any
application of Lemma 6.1 with K “ 2.
‚ Let δ1 “ k
´Op1q be such that the first conclusion in Lemma 6.3 does not follow in
any application of that lemma with parameters α ě min
 
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
(
and k.
‚ Let 1
4
ǫ0 ě τ1 “ k
´Op1q be such that the second conclusion of Lemma 6.3 does not
follow in any application of that lemma with parameters α ě min
 
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
(
and
k.
‚ Let δ0 “ pkrq
´Op1q be such that
p1` 4ǫ´10 rk ` pr ` 1qkτ
´2
1 ` pr ` 1qk
2δ´11 qδ0 ď
ν20
8
.
‚ Finally, let
ν2
0
8p4rkǫ´1
0
`1q
ě τ0 “ pkrq
´Op1q be such that the first conclusion of Corol-
lary 6.2 does not follow in any application of that corollary with parameters δ0
and r.
Apply Lemma 6.1 with K “ 2 and parameter τ0 to get a k
´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set
S with |A X S| ě ν0|S| and |S| ě k
´Op1q|A|, and a probability space pΩ,Pq supporting
random variables z, Z, and T such that
(6.1) }Emz`Z ´mS} ď τ0.
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and for all ω P Ω,
pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ0-closed, dimT pωq ď k
Op1q, C5pS;T pωq0q ď expppkrq
Op1qq.
Apply Corollary 6.2 with parameters δ0 and r, so that (in light of the choice of τ0) we get
an extension pΩ1,P1q supporting random variables z1, Z 1, such that
}E1mz1`Z 1 ´ Emz`Z} ď δ0,
and a further extension pΩ2,P2q supporting z2, Z1, . . . , Zk such that
(6.2) }E2m2sz2`Zi ´ E
1m2s¨pz1`Z 1q} ď δ0
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r,
(6.3) E2|m2sz2`ZipAq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq|
2 ď δ0
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r, and
(6.4) E2
››1AXp2sz2`Ziq ˚ p1Adm2sz2`Zjq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq2››2L2´m2s`1z2`Zi¯ ď δ0
for all 1 ď i ă j ď k and 0 ď s ď r, and for all ω2 P Ω2 we have
pZipω
2q, Zi`1pω
2qq is δ0-closed for all 1 ď i ă k
and
C5pS;Zkpω
2qq ď expppkrqOp1qqC5pS;T pω2qq “ expppkrqOp1qq.
For each 0 ď s ă r and 1 ď i ă j ď k write
Es,i,j :“
 
ω2 P Ω2 :
››1AXp2sz2pω2q`Zipω2qq ˚ p1Adm2sz2pω2q`Zjpω2qq
´m2s¨pz1pω2q`Z 1pω2qqpAq
2
››2
L2
´
m
2s`1z2pω2q`Zipω
2q
¯ ď δ1
*
,
so that by averaging and (6.4) we have P2pEcs,i,jq ď δ
´1
1 δ0. For 0 ď s ď r and 1 ď i ď k
write
Fs,i :“
 
ω2 P Ω2 : |m2sz2pω2q`Zipω2qpAq ´m2s¨pz1pω2q`Z 1pω2qqpAq| ď τ1
(
,
so that by averaging and (6.3) we have P2pF cs,iq ď τ
´2
1 δ0. For each 1 ď s ď r and 1 ď i ď k
write
Ls,i :“
"
ω2 P Ω2 : m2sz2pω2q`Zipω2qpXzAq ď
1
4
ǫ0
*
.
Then by (6.2) and (6.1) we have
P
2pLcs,iq ď 4ǫ
´1
0 E
2m2sz2pω2q`Zipω2qpXzAq
ď 4ǫ´10 pδ0 ` E
1m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpXzAqq
ď 4ǫ´10 pδ0 ` τ0 `mSpXzAqq ď 4ǫ
´1
0 pδ0 ` τ0 ` ν
´1
0 ηq.
Finally, let
B :“
"
ω2 P Ω2 : mz1pω2q`Z 1pω2qpAq ě
1
2
ν0
*
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and
R :“ B X
˜
rč
s“1
kč
i“1
Ls,i
¸
X
˜
rč
s“0
kč
i“1
Fs,i
¸
X
˜
r´1č
s“0
č
1ďiăjďk
Es,i,j
¸
.
Then we have
E
21Rmz1`Z 1pAq ě E
2mz1`Z 1pAq
(6.5)
´
rÿ
s“1
kÿ
i“1
P
2pLcs,iq ´
rÿ
s“0
kÿ
i“1
P
2pF cs,iq ´
r´1ÿ
s“0
ÿ
1ďiăjďk
P
2pEcs,i,jq
ě pmSpAq ´ }E
2mz1`Z 1 ´ Emz`Z} ´ }Emz`Z ´mS}q
´ rk ¨ 4ǫ´10 pδ0 ` τ0 ` ν
´1
0 ηq ´ pr ` 1qkτ
´2
1 δ0 ´ pr ` 1qk
2δ´11 δ0
ě ν0 ´ δ0 ´ τ0
´ rk ¨ 4ǫ´10 pδ0 ` τ0 ` ν
´1
0 ηq ´ pr ` 1qkτ
´2
1 δ0 ´ pr ` 1qk
2δ´11 δ0.
This is at least 1
2
ν0 by choice of δ0 and τ0 provided η ď
ν2
0
ǫ0
16rk
(if not then we are in the first
conclusion of the proposition).
Claim. Either |A| ď expppkrqOp1qq or else for all ω2 P E we have14
m2s¨pz1pω2q`Z 1pω2qqpAq ě min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*
for all 0 ď s ď r.
Proof. We proceed by induction on s. When s “ 0 we have ω2 P B and so the hypothesis
holds. Suppose that it holds for some s ă r. Then since ω2 P Es,i,j for all 1 ď i ă j ď k
we have››1AXp2sz2pω2q`Zipω2qq ˚ p1Adm2sz2pω2q`Zjpω2qq
´m2s¨pz1pω2q`Z 1pω2qqpAq
2
››2
L2
´
m
2s`1z2pω2q`Zipω
2q
¯ ď δ1,
and since ω P Fs,i for all 1 ď i ď k we have
|m2sz2pω2q`Zipω2qpAq ´m2s¨pz1pω2q`Z 1pω2qqpAq| ď τ1.
Apple Lemma 6.3 with parameters ǫ0, δ1, τ1 and α “ m2s¨pz1pω2q`Z 1pω2qqpAq to the set A with
z0 “ 2
sz2pω2q and the δ0-closed pairs pZipω
2q, Zi`1pω
2qq (for 1 ď i ă k) valid since δ0 ď τ1.
14It may help to note that apart from the s “ 0 case the lower bound we establish is always 1
2
ǫ0.
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The inductive hypothesis tells us that α ě min
 
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
(
, so in view of the choice of δ1
and τ1, either there is some 1 ď i ă k such that m2s`1z2pω2q`Zipω2qpXq ą ǫ0 orż ˜ź
iăj
1pZi`2s`1z2pω2qqzXpzi ` zj ` 2
sz2pω2qq1Zipω2qpzi ` zjq
¸
ˆ
kź
i“1
1Apzi ` 2
sz2pω2qqdmZipω2qpziq
“ Ω
˜ˆ
min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*˙k¸
.
Since A is pk,Xq-summing we know that the first product on the left is 0 on z P Ak unless
there is 1 ď i ă j ď k with zi “ zj . It follows that the integral is at mostˆ
k
2
˙
¨max
"
1
|Zipω2q|
: 1 ď i ď k
*
ď k2max
"
CpS;Zipω
2qq
|S|
: 1 ď i ď k
*
ď k2
1
ν0|A|
C5pS;Zkpω
2qq ď exppprkqOp1qq|A|´1
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 5.2 (iii); and the second from Lemma 5.3
(i) and (iii) using the nesting Zkpω
2q Ă Zipω
2q.
The upper bound on |A| follows.
Thus we may assume m2s`1z2pω2q`Zipω2qpXq ą ǫ0, and since ω P Ls`1,i we have
m2s`1z2pω2q`Zipω2qpAq ě m2s`1z2pω2q`Zipω2qpXq ´m2s`1z2pω2q`Zipω2qpXzAq ą
3
4
ǫ0.
Finally the claim is proved once we note that ω2 P Fs`1,i on noting that τ1 ď
1
4
ǫ0. 
We conclude that for all 1 ď s ď r we have
m2s¨SpAq ě E
2m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq ´ }m2s¨S ´ E
2m2s¨pz1`Z 1q}
ě E21Rm2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq ´ δ0 ´ τ0
ě E21Rmz1`Z 1pAqm2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq ´ δ0 ´ τ0
ě min
"
1
2
ν0,
1
2
ǫ0
*
¨
1
2
ν0 ´ δ0 ´ τ0
from the lower bound on the left of (6.5) noted immediately afterwards. The result follows
since δ0, τ0 ď
1
16
mintν20 , ν0ǫ0u. 
7. Finding structure
In this section we prove the following.
Lemma (Lemma 6.1). Suppose that A is pk,Xq-summing; |X| ď K|A|; and τ P
`
0, 1
2
‰
is a parameter. Then there is a pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic set S with |A X S| ě
pkKq´Op1q|S| and |S| ě k´Op1q|A|, a probability space pΩ,Pq supporting a G-valued random
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variable z, an N pGq-valued random variable Z and an SpGq-valued random variable T
such that
}Emz`Z ´mS} ď τ,
and for all ω P Ω,
dim T pωq ď pkKqOp1q, and C5pS;T pωqq ď expppkK log τ´1qOp1qq
and pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ -closed.
Recall from [TV06, Definition 0.2] that P is a generalised arithmetic progression
of dimension d if there are elements x0, . . . , xd and naturals N1, . . . , Nd P N such that
(7.1) P “ tx0 ` t1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tdxd : 0 ď tj ď Nj for all 1 ď j ď du.
A coset progression of dimension d is a set of the form P `H where P is a generalised
arithmetic progression of dimension d and H ď G. This corresponds to [TV06, Definition
4.20] where dimension is given the name rank instead.
Coset progressions are easily related to systems as follows.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that M is a d-dimensional coset progression. Then there is an
Opdq-dimensional system B with B0 ĂM ´M and M Ă x0 `B0 for some x0.
Proof. Write M “ P `H where P is as in (7.1) and put
Bi :“ tt1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tdxd : tj P Z and |tj | ď 2
´iNj for all 1 ď j ď du `H
so that B0 Ă M ´M and M Ă x0 ` B0. Bi ` Bi Ă Bi´1 by the triangle inequality and
each set is a symmetric neighbourhood of 0G, so B “ pBiqiPN0 is a system. Moreover,
Bi Ă Bi`1 ` tσ1r2
´pi`1qN1sx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σdr2
´pi`1qNdsxd : σj P t´1, 0, 1u for all 1 ď j ď du,
so CpBi;Bi`1q ď 3
d. It follows (c.f. the proof of Lemma 5.5 (ii)) that
C5pBi;Bi`1q ď C
5pBi;Bi`2 ´Bi`2q
ď CpBi;Bi`2q ď CpBi;Bi`1qCpBi`1;Bi`2q ď exppOpdqq,
and we see that B is Opdq-dimensional. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. By Lemma 3.2 we see that EpAq ě pkKq´Op1q|A|3 and so by the
Balog-Szemere´di-Gowers Theorem15 there is a set A1 Ă A with |A1 ` A1| ď pkKqOp1q|A1|
and |A1| “ pkKq´Op1q|A|. Apply the Ruzsa-Chang theorem [TV06, Theorem 5.46] to see
that 2A1 ´ 2A1 contains a coset progression M of dimension pkKqOp1q such that |M | ě
expp´pkKqOp1qq|A|. By Lemma 7.1 there is a system B such that dimB “ pkKqOp1q,
B0 ĂM ´M Ă 4A
1 ´ 4A1 and |B0| ě |M | ě expp´pkKq
Op1qq|A|.
Since |A1 ´ A1 `B2| ď |A
1 ´ A1 `B0| ď |5A
1 ´ 5A1| ď pkKqOp1q|A1 ´ A1| by Plu¨nnecke’s
inequality [TV06, Corollary 6.27], we can apply Lemma 5.6 to the system 2´2B and set
15In its usual form, which corresponds to [TV06, Theorem 2.31((i) ñ (iv))] and then [TV06, Exercise
2.3.15]).
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A1 ´ A1 P N pGq to get m “ log2 log2 kK ` log2 τ
´1 ` Op1q and a set S P N pGq with
A1´A1 Ă S Ă A1´A1`B2 so that pS,Bm`2q is τ -closed. By Lemma 5.1 (i) it follows that
}τtpmSq ´mS} ď τ for all t P Bm`2.
Apply Lemma 5.7 to the system 2´pm`2qB (which has dimension pkKqOp1q by Lemma 5.5
(ii)) to get a natural m1 “ Oplog2 kKq ` log2 τ
´1 and a set Z with Bm`3 Ă Z˚ Ă Bm`2
such that pZ˚, Bm1`m`2q is τ -closed.
Let z be the random variable taking values in S uniformly; let Z be the constant random
variable taking the value Z˚; and let T be the constant random variable taking the value
2´pm
1`m`2qB. Then
}Emz`Z ´mS} “ }mS ˚mZ˚ ´mS} ď
ż
}τtpmSq ´mS}dmZ˚ptq ď τ.
Since S Ă A1 ´ A1 ` B2 we have |S| ď pkKq
Op1q|A|; since S Ą A1 ´ A1, S intersects a
translate of A in a set of size at least |A1| “ pkKq´Op1q|A| “ pkKq´Op1q|S|; by translating A
if necessary (which results in translations of z and S too) we can assume that this translate
is at 0G so that |A X S| ě pkKq
´Op1q|S|. Since S Ă A1 ´ A1 `B2 Ă 5A
1 ´ 5A1 we see that
|S ` S| ď |10A1 ´ 10A1| ď pkKqOp1q|S| by Plu¨nnecke’s inequality [TV06, Corollary 6.27].
It follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) that S is pkKq´Op1q-hereditarily energetic.
Finally we let T be the random variable taking the constant value 2´pm`m
1`2qB. Then
pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ -closed by design; Lemma 5.5 (ii) tells us that
dimT pωq “ dim 2´pm`m
1`2qB ď dimB “ pkKqOp1q,
and also
C5pS;T pωqq ď exppOppm`m1 ` 2qqpkKqOp1qqC5pS;Bq “ expppkK log τ´1qOp1qC5pS;Bq.
Now, by Lemma 5.2 (iii) and (i), and the second inequality in Lemma 5.3 (iii) we have
|B0|
|B2|
ď CpB0;B2q ď CpB0;B1qCpB1;B2q ď C
5pB0;B1qC
5pB1;B2q ď expppkKq
Op1qq,
so |B2| ě expp´pkKq
Op1qq|A|. By Lemma 5.3 (i) and (iii), and then Ruzsa’s covering lemma
(Lemma 5.2 (iv)) we have
C5pS;Bq “ C5pS;B0q ď C
5pS; pB2 ´B2q ´ pB2 ´B2qq
ď CpS;B2 ´B2q ď
|S `B2|
|B2|
ď
|A1 ´A1 `B2 `B2|
|B2|
.
By Plu¨nnecke’s inequality [TV06, Corollary 6.27] and the lower estimate on |B2| we have
C5pS;Bq ď expppkKqOp1qq, and the result is proved. 
8. Uniformity
The aim of this section is to prove Corollary 6.2 We shall do this through the Fourier
transform which we introduced in §3. The reader unfamiliar with its use in this context
may wish to consult [TV06, Chapter 4] or the book [Rud90].
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We begin with some definitions: the Fourier transform of a measure µ P MpGq (where
MpGq denotes the set of measures on G with finite support) is
pµpγq :“ ż γpxqdµpxq for all γ P pG,
and given f P CpGq we define
µ ˚ fpxq “ f ˚ µpxq “
ż
fdτxpµq for all x P G.
Given µ PMpGq and a parameter ǫ ą 0 we write (c.f. [TV06, Definition 4.33])
(8.1) Specǫpµq :“ tγ P pG : |pµpγq| ą ǫu.
Motivated by [Rud90, Theorem 1.2.6], for W Ă G and ǫ ą 0 a parameter we write
AnnpW, ǫq :“ tγ P pG : |γpxq ´ 1| ă ǫ for all x PW u.
The spectrum and approximate annihilators of η-closed pairs are closely related by the
next result which is [GK09, Lemma 3.6].
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that pZ,W q is η-closed; and κ P p0, 1s is a parameter. Then
SpecκpmZq Ă AnnpW, ηκ
´1q.
Proof. For x PW simply note that
κ|γpxq ´ 1| ă |γpxqxmZpγq ´ xmZpγq|
“
ˇˇˇˇż
γpyqdpτxpmZq ´mZqpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }τxpmZq ´mZ} ď η.

Dually to approximate annihilators we have Bohr sets which provide us with a ready
supply of low dimensional systems.
Lemma 8.2 (Bohr sets). Suppose that γ P pG and ρ ą 0. Then there is a system B with
dimB “ Op1q, C5pG;B0q “ Opρ
´Op1qq, and
|γpxq ´ 1| ă ρ for all x P B0.
Proof. Let Ai :“ tz P S
1 : |1 ´ z| ă 22´iu so that Ai`1 ´ Ai`1 Ă Ai by the triangle
inequality. Let Ti :“ tz P S
1 : |1 ´ z| P t0, 2´i, 2 ¨ 2´i, 3 ¨ 2´i, 4 ¨ 2´iuu so that |Ti| ď 9
and Ai Ă Ti ` Ai`2, whence CpAi;Ai`2q “ Op1q. Put B
1
i “ γ
´1pAiq for all i P N0. By the
definition of C5 we have
C5pB1i;B
1
i`1q ď CpAi;Ai`2q “ Op1q,
so B1 is Op1q-dimensional. On the other hand there is m “ log2 ρ
´1 ` Op1q such that
B1m Ă tx : |γpxq ´ 1| ă ρu; setting B :“ 2
´mB gives the result by Lemma 5.5 (ii). 
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The Parseval bound is the standard way to bound the size of spectrum (c.f. [TV06,
(4.38)]). In our approximate setting, we do not have perfectly orthogonal characters nec-
essary for Parseval’s theorem, but fortunately we do have a notion of ‘almost orthogonal’.
This was first exploited to achieve a result of the below type by Green and Tao – see [GT08,
Corollary 8.6].
Lemma 8.3 (The Parseval bound). Suppose that pZ,W q is τ -closed; f P L2pmZq has
}f}L2pmZ q ď 1; and ǫ ą 0 and δ P
`
0, 1
2
‰
are parameters. Then there is a system B with
dimB “ Opǫ´2q and C5pG;B0q ď δ
´Opǫ´2q and
SpecǫpfdmZq Ă AnnpB0 XW, 4ǫ
´2τ ` δq.
Proof. Let Λ Ă SpecǫpfdmZq be a maximal subset such that if pλ`AnnpW, 2ǫ
´2τqqXpλ1`
AnnpW, 2ǫ´2τqq ‰ H for some λ, λ1 P Λ then λ “ λ1. By maximality we have
SpecǫpfdmZq Ă Λ` AnnpW, 2ǫ
´2τq ´ AnnpW, 2ǫ´2τq Ă Λ` AnnpW, 4ǫ´2τq,
where the last inclusion is by the triangle inequality.
On the other hand writing σλ for the sign of {fdmZpλq we can use linearity and the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to see that
|Λ|ǫ ď
ÿ
λPΛ
|{fdmZpλq| “Cf,ÿ
λPΛ
σλλ
G
L2pmZ q
ď }f}L2pmZ q
˜ ÿ
λ,λ1PΛ
|xλ, λ1yL2pmZ q|
¸ 1
2
.
By Lemma 8.1 we have Spec 1
2
ǫ2pmZq Ă AnnpW, 2ǫ
´2τq soÿ
λ,λ1PΛ
|xλ, λ1yL2pmZ q| ď |Λ| `
1
2
ǫ2|Λ|2.
Rearranging and using the fact that }f}L2pmZ q ď 1 (by hypothesis) we see that |Λ| ď 2ǫ
´2.
For each λ P Λ let Bpλq be the system given by Lemma 8.2; let B :“
Ş
λPΛB
pλq. Then by
Lemma 5.5 (i) we see that dimB “ Opǫ´2q, and by Lemma 5.3 (iii) we have C5pG;B0q ď
δ´Opǫ
´2q. By definition Λ Ă AnnpB0, δq; the result follows. 
We are now in a position to prove that large local U2-norm gives rise to a density
increment. As a small word of caution we remark that normalising constants below may
not be exactly as expected – this is already apparent from the definition of the spectrum
in (8.1) where we look at characters where |pµpγq| ą ǫ not |pµpγq| ą ǫ}µ}. The latter is
essentially the definition in [TV06, Definition 4.33].
Lemma 8.4. Suppose that A Ă G, pZ0, Z1q and pZ1, Z2q are τ -closed, |mZ0pAq ´ α| ă τ
and |mZ1pAq ´ α| ă τ , and ǫ, δ ą 0 are parameters. Then there is a Bohr system B with
dimB “ Opǫ´2q and C5pG;B0q ď δ
´Opǫ´2q such that
}1A ˚mZ 1 ´ α}
2
L2pmZ0 q
ě }1AXZ0 ˚ p1AdmZ1q ´ α
2}2L2pmZ0 q
´Opǫ2 ` ǫ´2τ ` δq
for all Z 1 Ă Z2 XB0.
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Proof. First note that
1Z0 ˚ p1AdmZ1qpzq “ mZ1pAq for all z P Z
´
0 ,
whence
}1Z0 ˚ p1AdmZ1q ´ α}L1pmZ0 q ď |mZ1pAq ´ α| `maxtα, 1´ αumZ0pZ0zZ
´
0 q “ Opτq.
The inequality }f}2L2 ď }g}
2
L2
` p}f}L8 ` }g}L8q}f ´ g}L1 and Plancherel’s theorem then
give
|Z0|}1AXZ0 ˚ p1AdmZ1q ´ α
2}2L2pmZ0 q
ď |Z0|}p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q ˚ p1AdmZ1q}
2
L2pmZ0 q
`O
´
|Z0|}1Z0 ˚ p1AdmZ1q ´ α}L1pmZ0 q
¯
“ |Z0|}p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q ˚ p1AdmZ1q}
2
L2pmZ0 q
`Opτ |Z0|q
ď }p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q ˚ p1AdmZ1q}
2
ℓ2pGq
`Opτ |Z0|q
“
ż
|p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q
^pγq|2|p1AdmZ1q
^pγq|2dγ `Opτ |Z0|q.
On the other handż
|p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q
^pγq|2dγ “ }1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0}
2
ℓ2pGq ď p1`Opτqq|Z0|,
and so
|Z0|}1AXZ0 ˚ p1AdmZ1q ´ α
2}2L2pmZ0 q
ď
ż
Specǫp1AdmZ1 q
|p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q
^pγq|2dγ ` ǫ2|Z0| `Opτ |Z0|q.
Apply Lemma 8.3 (we may certainly assume δ ď 1
2
or else there is nothing to prove) to
the τ -closed pair pZ1, Z2q and 1A (which has }1A}L2pmZ1 q ď 1) to get a system B with
dimB “ Opǫ´2q and C5pG;B0q ď δ
´Opǫ´2q s.t.
Specǫp1AdmZ1q Ă AnnpB0 X Z2, 4ǫ
´2τ ` δq.
It follows that if Z 1 Ă B0 X Z2 then
|ymZ 1pγq ´ 1| “ Opǫ´2τ ` δq for all γ P Specǫp1AdmZ1q,
and hence by the triangle inequalityż
|p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q
^pγq|2|ymZ 1pγq|2dγ
ě
ż
Specǫp1AdmZ1 q
|p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q
^pγq|2dγ ´Oppǫ´2τ ` δq|Z0|q
ě |Z0|}1AXZ0 ˚ p1AdmZ1q ´ α
2}2L2pmZ0 q ´Oppǫ
2 ` ǫ´2τ ` δq|Z0|q.
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The result follows on dividing by |Z0| and applying Parseval’s theorem again to see thatż
|p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q
^pγq|2|ymZ 1pγq|2dγ “ }p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q ˚mZ 1}2ℓ2pGq
“ }p1AXZ0 ´ α1Z0q ˚mZ 1}
2
ℓ2pZ
´
0
q
`Op|Z`0 zZ
´
0 |q
“ }1A ˚mZ 1 ´ α}
2
ℓ2pZ
´
0
q
`Op|Z`0 zZ
´
0 |q
ď }1A ˚mZ 1 ´ α}
2
L2pmZ0 q
|Z0| `Opτ |Z0|q
since Z 1 Ă Z2 Ă Z1 and pZ0, Z1q is τ -closed. 
We now have all the Fourier tools we need. The next lemma captures some facts about
the non-model analogue of weighted covers (from STEP I in §4) in a useful package for
the main iteration lemma in our argument.
Lemma 8.5. Suppose that G has no 2-torsion, A Ă G, pΩ,Pq is a probability space, z
is a G-valued random variable, and Z is an N pGq-valued random variable. Then there is
an extension pΩ1,P1q of pΩ,Pq supporting a G-valued random variable z1, such that for any
N pGq-valued random variable W on Ω we have: for all 0 ď s ď r
(8.2) E}1A ˚m2r ¨W ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq}
2
L2pm2s ¨pz`Zqq
“ E1|m2sz1`2r ¨W pAq ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq|
2;
and
(8.3) }E1mz1`W ´ Emz`Z} ď τ if pZpωq,W pωqq is τ -closed for all ω P Ω;
and for all 0 ď s0 ď r, we have
rÿ
s“0
E
1m2s¨pz1`2r´s0 ¨W qpAq
2 ě
rÿ
s“0
Em2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2(8.4)
` E1|m2s0z1`2r ¨W pAq ´m2s0 ¨pz`ZqpAq|
2 ´Opτ 1rq
if pZpωq, 2rW pωqq is τ 1-closed for all ω P Ω.
Proof. Let Ω1 :“ tpω, z˚q : ω P Ω, z˚ P Zpωqu and
P
1ptpω, z˚quq “
1
|Zpωq|
¨ Pptωuq for all pω, z˚q P Ω
1.
The space pΩ1,P1q is an extension of pΩ,Pq via the canonical projection Ω1 Ñ Ω. Let
z1pω, z˚q :“ zpωq ` z˚.
The first part is immediate once the definition has been unpacked (using the fact that
G has no 2-torsion so that |2s ¨ pzpωq ` Zpωqq| “ |Zpωq|. For the second part use Lemma
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5.1 (i) to see that
}E1mz1`W ´ Emz`Z} “
››››Eż mzpωq`z˚`W pωqdmZpωqpz˚q ´ Emzpωq`Zpωq››››
“
››››Eż `τwpmzpωq`Zpωqq ´mzpωq`Zpωq˘ dmW pωqpwq››››
ď E
ż ››τwpmzpωq`Zpωqq ´mzpωq`Zpωq›› dmW pωqpwq
“ E
ż ››τwpmZpωqq ´mZpωq›› dmW pωqpwq ď τ.
For the third part, note that for 0 ď s ď r we have
E
1|m2sz1`2r`s´s0 ¨W pAq ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq|
2(8.5)
“ E
ż
|m2s¨pz`z˚`2r´s0 ¨W qpAq ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq|
2dmZpz˚q
“ E
ˆż
m2s¨pz`z˚`2r´s0 ¨W qpAq
2dmZpz˚q
´ 2m2s¨pz`ZqpAq
ż
m2s¨pz`z˚`2r´s0 ¨W qpAqdmZpz˚q
`m2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2
˙
“ E1m2s¨pz1`2r´s0 ¨W qpAq
2 ´ E1m2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2 `Opτ 1q.
The last equality follows sinceż
m2s¨pzpωq`z˚`2r´s0 ¨W pωqqpAqdmZpωqpz˚q
“
ż
m2s¨pzpωq`Zpωq`2r´s0wqpAqdmW pωqpwq
“
ż
τ2r´s0wpmzpωq`Zpωqqp2
´s ¨ pAX 2s ¨GqqdmW pωqpwq
“ mzpωq`Zpωqp2
´s ¨ pA X 2s ¨Gqq `Opτ 1q “ m2s¨pzpωq`ZpωqqpAq `Opτ
1q,
in view of the τ 1-closure of pZpωq, 2r´s0 ¨W pωqq (inherited since 2r´s0 ¨W pωq Ă 2rW pωq)
and Lemma 5.1 (i) and the fact that G has no 2-torsion.
Sum (8.5) over s and for s ‰ s0 use the lower bound of 0 for the left hand side, valid
since it is an average over a square. The result follows. 
With these results in hand we turn to the main technical ingredient of the whole argument
which we shall iterate to get Corollary 6.2.
Lemma 8.6. Suppose that G has no 2-torsion; A, S Ă G; and pΩ,Pq is a probability space
supporting a G-valued random variable z, an N pGq-valued random variable Z, and an
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SpGq-valued random variable T such that for all ω P Ω we have
pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ -closed, dimT pωq ď d and C
5pS;T pωqq ď D;
and δ, ν P
`
0, 1
2
‰
and r P N are parameters. Then either τ´1 ď pδ´1rqOp1q; or
(i) there is an extension pΩ2,P2q of pΩ,Pq, supporting a G-valued random variable z2,
an N pGq-valued random variable Z2, and a SpGq-valued random variable T 2 with
}E2mz2`Z2 ´ Emz`Z} ď τ
and
(8.6)
˜
rÿ
s“0
E
2m2s¨pz2`Z2qpAq
2
¸
ě
˜
rÿ
s“0
Em2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2
¸
` δOp1q,
such that for all ω2 P Ω2, pZ2pω2q, T 2pω2q0q is ν-closed, and
dimT 2pω2q ď d` δ´Op1q and C5pS;T 2pω2qq ď D expppdkrδ´1 log ν´1qOp1qq;
(ii) or there is an extension pΩ1,P1q of pΩ,Pq, supporting a G-valued random variable
z1 and N pGq-valued random variables Z1, . . . , Zk such that
(a)
}E1m2sz1`Zi ´ Em2s¨pz`Zq} ď τ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(b) (U1-uniformity)
E
1|m2sz1`ZipAq ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq|
2 ď δ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(c) (U2-uniformity)
E
1
››1AXp2sz1`Ziq ˚ p1Adm2sz1`Zj q ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq2››2L2´m2s`1z1`Zi¯ ď δ
for all 1 ď i ă j ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
and for all ω1 P Ω1, pZipω
1q, Zi`1pω
1qq is δ-closed for all 1 ď i ă k, C5pS;Zkpω
1qq ď
D expppdkrδ´1 log ν´1qOp1qq.
Proof. Let δ0, δ1, δ2, δ3 be related constants to be optimised later. (They will all be of the
shape δOp1q.)
For each ω P Ω we shall create sets Z 1ipωq and naturals mi iteratively. Let m0 :“ r,
and suppose that mi has been defined for some 0 ď i ă k. Apply Lemma 5.7 to the
system 2´miT pωq to get a set T pωqmi`1 Ă Z
1
i`1pωq Ă T pωqmi and a natural mi`1 “ mi `
log2 drδ
´1
0 ν
´1`Op1q such that pZ 1i`1pωq, T pωqmi`1q is r
´1δ0ν-closed. Although the mis may
depend on ω, by construction we have the universal bound mi “ Opr` k log drδ
´1
0 ν
´1q for
0 ď i ď k; and we have that
(8.7) pZ 1ipωq, Z
1
i`1pωqq is r
´1δ0ν-closed for all 1 ď i ă k and ω P Ω,
and (since 2rZ 1ipωq Ă 2
rT pωqm0 “ 2
rT pωqr Ă T pωq0)
(8.8) pZpωq, 2rZ 1ipωqq is τ -closed for all 1 ď i ď k and ω P Ω.
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Apply Lemma 8.5 to z, Z to get an extension pΩ1,P1q of pΩ,Pq. Suppose that there is
some 1 ď i0 ď k and 0 ď s0 ď r such that
(8.9) E1|m2s0z1`2r ¨Z 1i0
pAq ´m2s0 ¨pz`ZqpAq|
2 ě δ1.
Put Z 1pωq :“ 2r´s0 ¨Z 1i0pωq and use conclusion (8.4) of Lemma 8.5 (withW “ Z
1
i0
applicable
in view of (8.8)) to see that˜
rÿ
s“0
E
1m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq
2
¸
ě
˜
rÿ
s“0
Em2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2
¸
` δ1 ´Opτrq.
It follows that either τ´1 “ Oprδ´11 q (and we are done) or else˜
rÿ
s“0
E
1m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq
2
¸
ě
˜
rÿ
s“0
Em2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2
¸
` Ωpδ1q.
Let T 1pωq :“ 2r´s0 ¨p2´mi0T pωqq. By Lemma 5.1 (iii), the fact that p2´mi0T pωqq0 “ T pωqmi0 ,
and the construction of Z 1i0pωq we have that pZ
1pωq, T 1pωq0q is δ0-closed. Moreover, by
Lemma 5.5 (iii) and then Lemma 5.5 (ii)
C5pS;T 1pωq0q “ C
5pS; 2r´s0 ¨ T pωqmi0 q(8.10)
ď exppOprdqqC5pS;T pωqmi0 q
ď exppOprd`mi0qqC
5pS;T pωq0q ď D expppdkrδ
´1
0 log ν
´1qOp1qq.
Finally, use conclusion (8.3) of Lemma 8.5 withW “ 2r´s0 ¨Z 1i0 (applicable in view of (8.8))
and the fact that
2r´s0 ¨ Z 1i0pωq Ă 2
r´s0Z 1i0pωq Ă 2
rZ 1i0pωq Ă 2
rT pωqmi0´1 Ă 2
rT pωqm0 “ 2
rT pωqr Ă T pωq0
to see that
}E1mz1`Z 1 ´ Emz`Z} ď τ.
Set pΩ2,P2q :“ pΩ1,P1q, Z2 :“ Z 1, z2 :“ z1 and T 2 :“ T 1, and we are in case (i) of the
lemma.
In view of this we assume that there is no i0 or s0 (in the given ranges) such that (8.9)
holds. Put Zi :“ 2
r ¨ Z 1i for all 1 ď i ď k. Then for 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r we have
}E1m2sz1`Zi ´ Em2s ¨pz`Zq} “ }E
1m2sz1`2r ¨Z 1i ´ Em2s¨pz`Zq}
“ }E1mz1`2r´s¨Z 1i ´ Emz`Z} ď τ,
by (8.3) with W “ 2r´s ¨ Z 1i since 2
r´s ¨ Z 1ipωq Ă 2
rZ 1ipωq Ă 2
rT pωqm0 Ă T pωq0; we have
established the conclusion (iia).
Now, by (8.7) and Lemma 5.1 (iii) we have that
(8.11) pZipωq, Zi`1pωqq is δ0-closed for all 1 ď i ă k.
Since Z 1kpωq Ą T pωqmk`1, Lemma 5.3 (i) and almost exactly the same argument as in (8.10)
shows that
C5pS;Z 1kpωqq ď D expppdkrδ
´1
0 log ν
´1qOp1qq.
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Since (8.9) does not hold for any 1 ď i ď k or 0 ď s ď r we have that
E
1|m2sz1`ZipAq ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq|
2 ă δ1 for all 1 ď i ď k, 0 ď s ď r.
Conclusion (iib) follows.
Suppose that for all 1 ď i ă j ď k and 0 ď s ď r we have
E
1}1AXp2sz1`Ziq ˚ p1Adm2sz1`Zjq ´m2s¨pz`ZqpAq}
2
L2pm2s`1z1`Zi
q ă δ2.
Then conclusion (iic) follows, and we are in case (ii) of the lemma. Thus we assume not
so that there are elements 1 ď i1 ă j1 ď k and 0 ď s1 ď r such that
(8.12) E1}1AXp2s1z1`Zi1q ˚ p1Adm2s1z1`Zj1 q ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq}
2
L2pm
2
s1`1z1`Zi1
q ě δ2.
For each ω P Ω put T 1pωq :“ 2r ¨ p2´mkT pωqq so that Lemma 5.1 (iii) tells us that
pZkpωq, T
1pωq0q is δ0-closed.
For each ω1 P Ω1 apply Lemma 8.4 with α “ m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq and both free parameters
equal to δ3 (for reasons which will become clear) to pZi1pω
1q, Zj1pω
1qq and pZj1pω
1q, T 1pω1q0q
(which are both δ0-closed, the former by (8.11)), and the set A´ 2
s1z1pω1q.
Out of the lemma we get a Bohr system B2pω1q with dimB2pω1q ď δ
´Op1q
3 and C
5pG;B2pω1q0q ď
exppδ
´Op1q
3 q such that for any W
2pω1q Ă T 1pω1q0 XB
2pω1q0 we have››1pA´2s1z1pω1qq ˚mW 2pω1q ´m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq››2
L2
ˆ
mZi1
pω1q
˙
ě
››1pA´2s1z1pω1qqXZi1 pω1q ˚ p1A´2s1z1pω1qdmZj1 pω1qq ´m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq2››2L2ˆmZi1 pω1q˙
´O
`
δ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 |m2s1z1pω1q`Zi1 pω1qpAq ´m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq|
˘
´O
`
δ´23 |m2s1z1pω1q`Zj1 pω1qpAq ´m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq|
˘
“
››1AXp2s1z1pω1q`Zi1 pω1qq ˚ p1Adm2s1z1pω1q`Zj1 pω1qq
´m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq
2
››2
L2
ˆ
m
2
s1`1z1pω1q`Zi1
pω1q
˙
´O
`
δ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 |m2s1z1pω1q`Zi1 pω1qpAq ´m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq|
˘
´O
`
δ´23 |m2s1z1pω1q`Zj1 pω1qpAq ´m2s1 ¨pzpω1q`Zpω1qqpAq|
˘
.
Apply Lemma 5.7 to the system 2´2rpT 1pω1q ^ B2pω1qq (which has dimension d ` δ
´Op1q
3
by (Lemma 5.5 (i) and (ii)) to get a set Z2pω1q Ă pT 1pω1q ^ B2pω1qq2r and a natural
m1 “ Oplog2 dδ
´1
3 rδ
´1
0 q such that pZ
2pω1q, pT 1pω1q ^ B2pω1qqm1`2rq is r
´1δ0-closed. Put
T 2pω1q :“ 2r ¨ p2´pm
1`rqpT 1pω1q ^B2pω1qqq which has dimension d` δ
´Op1q
3 , and
C5pS;T 2pω1q0q ď D expppdkrδ
´1
3 δ
´1
0 log ν
´1qOp1qq.
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Taking W 2pω1q :“ 2r ¨ Z2pω1q (which is contained in T 1pω1q0 X B
2pω1q0 by design), and
averaging against P1 we have
E
1}1A´2s1z1 ˚m2r ¨Z2 ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq}
2
L2
´
mZi1
¯
ě δ2 ´O
`
δ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 E
1|m2s1z1`Zi1 pAq ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq|
˘
´O
`
δ´23 E
1|m2s1z1`Zj1 pAq ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq|
˘
ě δ2 ´O
´
δ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3
`
E|m2s1z1`Zi1 pAq ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq|
2
˘ 1
2
¯
´O
´
δ´23
`
E
1|m2s1z1`Zj1 pAq ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq|
2
˘ 1
2
¯
ě δ2 ´Opδ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 δ
1
2
1 q
by (8.12), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the fact that (8.9) does not hold for i0 “ i1
and s0 “ s1, or i0 “ j1 and s0 “ s1.
Again, since (8.9) does not hold for s0 “ s1 and i0 “ i1, we have from the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality that
E
1}1A ˚m2r ¨Z2 ´m2s1z1`Zi1 pAq}
2
L2
ˆ
m
2
s1 z1`Zi1
˙
ě E1}1A ˚m2r ¨Z2 ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq}
2
L2
ˆ
m
2
s1z1`Zi1
˙
´OpE1|m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq ´m2s1z1`Zi1 pAq|q
ě E1}1A´2s1z1 ˚m2r ¨Z2 ´m2s1 ¨pz`ZqpAq}
2
L2
´
mZi1
¯ ´Opδ´ 12 q.
Combining all this tells us that
E
1}1A ˚m2r ¨Z2 ´m2s1z1`Zi1 pAq}
2
L2pm2s1 z1`Zi1
q ě δ2 ´Opδ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 δ
1
2
1 q.
Recall that Zi1 “ 2
r ¨Z 1i1 and apply Lemma 8.5 to pΩ
1,P1q, z1 and 2r´s1 ¨Z 1i1 to get pΩ
2,P2q
and z2. (8.2) combined with the above tells us that
E
2|m2s1z2`2r ¨Z2pAq ´m2s1 ¨pz1`2r´s1 ¨Z 1i1q
pAq|2 ě δ2 ´Opδ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 δ
1
2
1 q.
Since p2r´s1 ¨Z 1i1pω
1q, 2rZ2pω1qq is r´1δ0-closed (since 2
r´s1 ¨ p2rZ2pω1qq Ă T 1pω1q0 by design),
(8.4) for s0 “ s1 tells us that
rÿ
s“0
E
2m2s¨pz2`2r´s1 ¨Z2qpAq
2 ě
rÿ
s“0
E
1m2s¨pz1`2r´s1 ¨Z 1i1q
pAq2 ` δ2 ´Opδ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 δ
1
2
1 q.
On the other hand from (8.4) (when we applied Lemma 8.5 to get pΩ1,P1q) and the fact
that pZpωq, 2rZ 1i1pωqq is τ -closed (8.8) we also have
rÿ
s“0
E
1m2s¨pz1`2r´s1 ¨Z 1i1q
pAq2 ě
rÿ
s“0
Em2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2 ´Opτrq.
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Hence (either τ´1 “ Opδ´12 r
´1q) or else
rÿ
s“0
E
2m2s¨pz2`2r´s1 ¨Z2qpAq
2 ě
rÿ
s“0
Em2s¨pz`ZqpAq
2 ` δ2 ´Opδ3 ` δ
´2
3 δ0 ` δ
´2
3 δ
1
2
1 q.
Taking δ2 “ δ, δ3 “ cδ, δ1 “ cδ
6 and δ0 “ cδ
3 for some sufficiently small c gives the result
and we are in case (i) of the lemma. 
Corollary (Corollary 6.2). Suppose that G has no 2-torsion; A, S Ă G; pΩ,Pq is a proba-
bility space supporting a G-valued random variable z, an N pGq-valued random variable Z
and an SpGq-valued random variable T such that for all ω P Ω,
dimT pωq ď d and C5pS;T pωqq ď D
and pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ -closed; and δ P p0, 1s and r P N are parameters. Then either
τ´1 ď pδ´1rqOp1q; or there is a probability space pΩ1,P1q extending pΩ,Pq, supporting a
G-valued random variable z1 and N pGq-valued random variable Z 1 with
}E1mz1`Z 1 ´ Emz`Z} ď δ,
and a further extension pΩ2,P2q of pΩ1,P1q, supporting a G-valued random variable z2 and
N pGq-valued random variables Z1, . . . , Zk such that
(i)
}E2m2sz2`Zi ´ E
1m2s¨pz1`Z 1q} ď δ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(ii) (U1-uniformity)
E
2|m2sz2`ZipAq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq|
2 ď δ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(iii) (U2-uniformity)
E
2
››1AXp2sz2`Ziq ˚ p1Adm2sz2`Zjq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq2››2L2´m2s`1z2`Zi¯ ď δ
for all 1 ď i ă j ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
and for all ω2 P Ω2, pZipω
2q, Zi`1pω
2qq is δ-closed for all 1 ď i ă k, and C5pS;Zkpω
2qq ď
D expppdkrδ´1qOp1qq. Suppose that G has no 2-torsion; A, S Ă G; pΩ,Pq is a probability
space supporting a G-valued random variable z, an N pGq-valued random variable Z and
an SpGq-valued random variable T such that for all ω P Ω,
dimT pωq ď d and C5pS;T pωqq ď D
and pZpωq, T pωq0q is τ -closed; and δ P p0, 1s and r P N are parameters. Then either
τ´1 ď pδ´1rqOp1q; or there is a probability space pΩ1,P1q extending pΩ,Pq, supporting a
G-valued random variable z1 and N pGq-valued random variable Z 1 with
}E1mz1`Z 1 ´ Emz`Z} ď δ,
and a further extension pΩ2,P2q of pΩ1,P1q, supporting a G-valued random variable z2 and
N pGq-valued random variables Z1, . . . , Zk such that
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(i)
}E2m2sz2`Zi ´ E
1m2s¨pz1`Z 1q} ď δ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(ii) (U1-uniformity)
E
2|m2sz2`ZipAq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq|
2 ď δ
for all 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
(iii) (U2-uniformity)
E
2
››1AXp2sz2`Ziq ˚ p1Adm2sz2`Zjq ´m2s¨pz1`Z 1qpAq2››2L2´m2s`1z2`Zi¯ ď δ
for all 1 ď i ă j ď k and 0 ď s ď r;
and for all ω2 P Ω2, pZipω
2q, Zi`1pω
2qq is δ-closed for all 1 ď i ă k, and C5pS;Zkpω
2qq ď
D expppdkrδ´1qOp1qq.
Proof. Let τ´10 “ prδ
´1qOp1q be the function in the first conclusion of Lemma 8.6 applied
with parameters r and δ. If τ´1 ď 2δ´1 then terminate with τ´1 “ prδ´1qOp1q, so assume
not. Let δ0 “ δ
Op1q be the lower bound in (8.6) (when that lemma is applied with parameter
δ), and let ν´10 “ prδ
´1qOp1q be such that ν0 ă τ0 and ν0pr`1qrδ
´1
0 s`τ ď δ which is possible
since τ ď 1
2
δ.
We proceed inductively to define Ωpiq, Ppiq such that pΩpiq,Ppiqq is a probability space,
zpiq is a G-valued random variable, Zpiq is an N pGq-valued random variable, and T piq is an
SpGq-valued random variable such that for all ωpiq P Ωpiq we have
pZpiqpωpiqq, T piqpωpiqqq is τ -closed if i “ 0, and ν0-closed if i ą 0,
dim T piqpωpiqq ď d` iδ´Op1q,
C5pS;T piqpωpiqqq ď D exppipdkrδ´1 log ν´10 q
Op1qq,
(8.13) }Epiqmzpiq`Zpiq ´ Emz`Z} ď
#
0 if i “ 0
τ ` pi´ 1qν0 if i ą 0
,
and
(8.14)
rÿ
s“0
E
piqm2s¨pzpiq`ZpiqqpAq
2 ě iδ0.
We initialise with Ωp0q :“ Ω, Pp0q :“ P, zp0q :“ z, Zp0q :“ Z, and T p0q :“ T , which satisfies
the above requirements trivially. At stage i apply Lemma 8.6 to the space pΩpiq,Ppiqq;
random variables zpiq, Zpiq and T piq; parameter ν0 in place of ν; ν0 or τ in place of τ (as
named in Lemma 8.6) depending on whether i “ 0 or i ą 0; and δ and r as given.
Since ν´10 ą τ
´1
0 we are not in the first case of the lemma. (And if i “ 0 we can assume
we are not in the first case or else we are in the τ large conclusion of the corollary.) We
shall terminate if in case (ii) of the lemma, so assume not. It follows we are in case (i) of
the lemma which gives us an extension pΩpi`1q,Ppi`1qq of pΩpiq,Ppiqq and random variables
zpi`1q, Zpi`1q and T pi`1q with (8.13) being a result of the triangle inequality.
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In view of (8.14) this iteration cannot proceed for more than pr` 1qrδ´10 s steps at which
point we are in case (ii) of Lemma 8.6. The conclusion follows from the triangle inequality
again. 
9. Counting
In this section we prove the following which is the analogue of the model Lemma 4.5.
The key feature is that bound on ǫ in the third of the four possible conclusions only depends
on k. If we were prepared to admit α-dependence then the uniformity of hypothesis (iii)
would not be necessary.
Lemma (Lemma 6.3). Suppose that A,X Ă G; z0 P G; pZi, Zi`1q is τ -closed for all
1 ď i ă k; and
(i) |mZipA´ z0q ´ α| ď τ for 1 ď i ď k;
(ii) mZipX ´ 2z0q ď ǫ for all 1 ď i ă k;
(iii) ››1pA´z0qXZi ˚ p1A´z0dmZj q ´ α2››2L2pmZi q ď δ for all 1 ď i ă j ď k.
Then either δ´1 “ Opk2α´4q; or τ´1 “ Opkα´1q; or ǫ´1 “ Opk2q; or
(9.1)
ż ˜ź
iăj
1pZi`2z0qzXpzi ` zj ` 2z0q1Zipzi ` zjq
¸
kź
i“1
1Apzi ` z0qdmZipziq “ Ω
`
αk
˘
.
Proof. Replacing A by A` z0 and X by X ` 2z0 we may assume that z0 “ 0G. Recall the
inequalityź
1ďi1ăj1ďk
p1´ xi1j1q ě 1´
ÿ
1ďi1ăj1ďk
xi1j1 whenever 0 ď xi1j1 ď 1 for all 1 ď i
1 ă j1 ď k;
this is what we call the pigeonhole principle. Write I for the integral in (9.1). Then using
the stated pigeonhole principle and integrating we have
I ě
ż ˜ ź
1ďiăjďk
1Zipzi ` zjq
¸
kź
i“1
1ApziqdmZipziq
´
ÿ
1ďi1ăj1ďk
ż
1XXZi1 pzi1 ` zj1q
¨˚
˚˝ ź
1ďiăjďk
pi,jq‰pi1,j1q
1Zipzi ` zjq
‹˛‹‚ kź
i“1
1ApziqdmZipziq.
Since the Zis are nested, for fixed 1 ď i ă k, we haveź
iăjďk
1Zipzi ` zjq ě 1Z´i pziq for all zi`1 P Zi`1, . . . , zk P Zk.
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From this and hypothesis (i) we conclude that
I ě
kź
i“1
mZipAX Z
´
i q ´
ÿ
1ďi1ăj1ďk
ż
1XXZi1 pzi1 ` zj1q
kź
i“1
1ApziqdmZipziq
ě pα ´ 2τqk ´ pα` τqk´2
ÿ
1ďi1ăj1ďk
ż
1XXZi1 pzi1 ` zj1q1Apzi1qdmZi1 pzi1q1Apzj1qdmZj1 pzj1q
“ pα ´ 2τqk ´ pα` τqk´2
ÿ
1ďi1ăj1ďk
x1X , 1AXZi1 ˚ p1AdmZj1 qyL2pmZi1 q
.
Now for fixed 1 ď i1 ă j1 ď k, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and hypothesis (iii) tell us
that ˇˇˇ
x1X , 1AXZi1 ˚ p1AdmZj1 qyL2pmZi1 q
´ x1X , α
2yL2pmZ
i1
q
ˇˇˇ
ď δ
1
2mZi1 pXq
1
2 ,
and so by (ii) we see that
x1X , 1AXZi1 ˚ p1AdmZj1 qyL2pmZi1 q
ď x1X, α
2yL2pmZ
i1
q ` pδmZi1 pXqq
1
2 ă ǫα2 ` pǫδq
1
2 .
Combining all this we get that
I ě pα ´ 2τqk ´
ˆ
k
2
˙
pα` τqk´2pǫα2 ` pǫδq
1
2 q.
It follows that either δ´1 “ Opk2α´4q; or τ´1 “ Opkα´1q; or ǫ´1 “ Opk2q; and if none of
these holds then I “ Ωpαkq as claimed. The result is proved. 
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